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VANCOUVER

CITY CLERK'S DEPARTMENT
Access to Information

File No. 04-1000-20-2016-483

March 6, 2017

Re:

Request for Access to Records under the Freedom of Information and Protection of
Privacy Act (the "Act")

I am responding to your request of December 16, 2016 for:
The contract, project plans, schedules, budgets, performance measures, terms of
reference and/or mandate, key deliverables (such as reports, reviews or other feedback)
and invoices related to the contract for goods and services performed in 2016 with Linda
Oglov, as referenced in the Open Data Catalogue under consultants in the Mayor's
Discretionary Budget and Expenses. I am seeking records for January 1, 2016 to
December 16, 2016.
All responsive records are attached. Some informat ion in the records has been severed,
(blacked out), under s.15(1 )(l) of the Act. You can read or download this section here:
http: I /www.bclaws.ca/EPLibraries/bclaws new/document/ID/freeside/96165 00
Under section 52 of the Act you may ask the Information a Privacy Commissioner to review
any matter relat ed to the City's response to your request. The Act allows you 30 business
days f rom the date you recei~e this notice to request a review by writing to: Office of the
Information & Privacy Commissioner, info®oipc.bc.ca or by phoning 250-387-5629.
If you request a review, please provide t he Commissioner's office with: 1) the request
number assigned to your request (#04-1000-20-2016-483); 2) a copy of t his letter; 3) a copy
of your original request for information sent to the City of Vancouver; and 4) detailed
reasons or grounds on which you are seeking the review.
Please do not hesitate to contact the Freedom of Information Office at foi@vancouver.ca if
you have any questions.

City Hall 453 West 1Zth Avenue Vancouver BC V5Y 1V4 vancouver.ca
City Clerk's Department tel : 604.873.7276 fax: 604.873.7419

Yours truly,

Barbara J. Van Fraassen, BA
Director, Access to Information
City Clerk's Department, City of Vancouver
Email: Barbara. vantraassen@vancouver. ca
Telephone: 604.873.7999

Encl.

:jb
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INVOICE
October 19, 2016
Kevin Quinlan,
Chief of Staff,
Mayor's Office,
City of Vancouver

Re:

Strategic planning & skills development with Katie Robb - 3 months
Fee
Plus GST @ 5% =

$3,000
150

Total invoice

$3,150

GST registration number: 871500427-RTOOOl
ayments by cheque to Oglov Business Development Inc. (address below) ore-transfer to linda@.oglov.com
Or for Direct Deposit:
lease make payments to (Beneficiary)
Oglov Business Development Inc.,
2204 Paisley Road, Pender Island, BC VON 2Ml
linda@oglov.com
Correspondent (Intermediary) Bank:

Toronto Dominion Bank
55 King Street West
Toronto, Ontario M5K 1A2
r<U"l"2r1~

Account Number at Intermediary Bank:

s.15(1 )(I)
s.15(1 )(I)

w::.=:== ..1:!1!~---------..,Citizens Bank of Canada (Vancity),
401-815 West Hastings Street.
.-----------------~iVancouver, BC iV6C 1B4
Beneficiary Account Number:

.15(1 )(I)
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INVOICE
July 7, 2016
Attention: Dana Bertrand, Office Manager
Mayor's Office
City of Vancouver
453 West 12th Avenue
Vancouver, BC V5Y 1V4

Re:
Team workshop and strategic planning session, including pre and postsession phone interviews
Fee
Plus GST @ 5% =

$2,400
120

Total invoice

$2,520

GST registration number: 871500427-RTOOOl
Payments by cheque to Oglov Business Development Inc. (address below) ore-transfer to linda@oglov.com
Or for Direct Deposit:
Please make payments to (Beneficiary)
Oglov Business Development Inc.,
2204 Paisley Road, Pender Island, BC VON 2M I
linda@oglov.com
Toronto Dominion Bank

Correspondent (InteJmediary) Bank:

55 King Street West
Toronto, Ontario M5K IA2
Canada
Account Number at Intermediary Bank:
Beneficiary Bank SWIFT:
Beneficiary Bank:

.15

(I)

.15(1 )(I)
Citizens Bank of Canada (Vancity),
401-815 West Hastings Street,
Vancouver BC V6C IB4

.15 1)(I)
Beneficiary Account Number:
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INVOICE
Invoice #: 15 - 87

-

December 22, 2015
Office of the Mayor,
City of Vancouver,
Vancouver, BC

Re:

Strategic planning services

Fee for services for 5 months Plus GST @ 5% -

$14,250.00
712.50

TOTAL INVOICE

$14,962.50

GST registration number: 871500427-RTOOOI
.Please make payments to

Oglov Business Development Inc.,
2204 Paisley Road, Pender Island, BC VON 2M1
linda@oglov.com

For Direct Deposit:

Vancity Credit Union,
501 W. l01h Ave,
Vancouver, BC V5Z lK9.

Transit:
Institution:
Account number:
Bank code:
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Mayor Gregor Robertson
Lemaire Gregor Robertson

~8&f~$~

~ aadC:Ai'l, ~
Punong-bay an Gregor Robertson

11i? ct xn'i'a mQtol', to t nima'l, ta tamax.w ?i'l to ~wa* kwa I

*

We \Valch over the land and sea and in tum they walch over us.

December 22, 2015
PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL

Ms. Linda Oglov
Oglov Business Development Inc.
linda@oglov.com

Dear Linda:
Re:

Consulting Agreement with Office of the Mayor, City of Vancouver

This will confirm our agreement that you will provide the services described in the schedule
to this letter (the "Services") to the City of Vancouver for the period from December 15\ 2015
to December 15\ 2016 (the "Term") on the following terms and conditions:
•

The City will pay to you the amount of $15,000 (fifteen thousand dollars) which
includes taxes. This is the maximum amount that the City is obliged to pay in respect
of performance of the Services unless this letter agreement is amended in writing and
signed by both you and the undersigned.

•

You will provide the Services as an independent contractor and not as an employee of
the City. You will not be entitled to any employment benefits of any kind, and you
will be solely responsible for remittance of Canada Pension premiums, Employment
Insurance premiums, income tax and any other taxes, based on the total remuneration
payable to you under this letter agreement.

•

You will submit your invoice in advance for the services.

•

You acknowledge by signing this letter that, in performing the Services, you may
acquire information about certain matters which are confidential and that such
information is the exclusive property of the City and you agree not to disclose same to
any third party either during or after the Term.

604.873.7621

604.873.7685

gregor.roberlson@vancouver.ca

vancouver.ca

Office of the Mayor, City of Vancouver. 453 West 12th Avenut:, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada Y5Y 1V4
City of Vancouver FOI Request #2016-483
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•

All drawings, audio-visual materials, information, plans, models, designs,
specifications, reports and other documents or products produced, received or
acquired by you as a result of the provision of the Services (the "Material") will be the
sole property of the City and the City will have the right to use all of the Material for
its benefit in any way it sees fit, subject to third party owned copyright. You will
deliver the Material to the City forthwith following the expiry of the Term. Title to
Material created by you is to be considered to have been transferred, and any
copyright in same is to be considered to have been assigned by you to the City, on
creation of such Material. You irrevocably waive, in favour of the City, your moral
rights in respect of Material created by you.

To confirm your agreement to the above terms and conditions, kindly sign the duplicate
copy of this letter where indicated and return same to the Mayor's Office as soon as
possible.

-~·""'

ael Magee
· Chief of Staff

TERMS ACKNOWLEDGED AND AGREED TO THIS 22"d DAY OF DECEMBER 2015.

LIND6%--
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SERVICES REQUIRED:

Strategic Planning services, including:
Facilitation of planning meetings and support to the Chief of Staff regarding
business opportunities and work related to the Vancouver Economic
Commission.
Assistance to Chief of Staff for overall Strategic Objectives of the Mayor's
Office.
Event coordination.
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Gmai1- Accepted: Linda Oglov @ Thu May 19, 2016 12pm- 1pm (duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com)

1118/2017

M

Gmail

Duane Elverum <duaneelverum@gmail.com>

Accepted: Linda Oglov@ Thu May 19, 201612pm -1pm
(duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com)
1 message
linda@oglov.com <linda@oglov.com>
Reply-To: linda@oglov.com
To: duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com

Thu, May 5, 2016 at 6:54PM

r linda@oglov.com has accepted this invitation.

J

Linda Oglov
When

Thu May 19, 201612pm-1pm Pacific Time- Vancouver

Where

CityStudio, 1800 Spyglass PI, Vancouver, BC V5Z 4K7, Canada (map)

Video call https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/citystudiovancouver.com/linda-oglov
Calendar

duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com

Who

• duane.etverum@citystudiovancouver.com - organizer
• janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com
linda@oglov.com

.
L--------------

----------------------------------------------------------------~

Invitation from Google Calendar
You are receiving this email at the account duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com because you are subscnoed for invitation replies on
calendar duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com.
To stop receiving these emails, please log in to https:/lwww.google.com/calendar/ and change your notification settings for this calendar.
Forwarding this invitation could allow any recipient to modify your RSVP response. Learn More.

D invite.ics
1K
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bttps://mail.google.com/mailluiO/?ui=2&ik=fel2e86f79&view=pt&q=linda%40oglov.com&qS=true&searcb=query&tb=l5483c622fcb3c97&siml=l5483c622fcb3c97

Ill

1118/2017

Gmail- Accepted: Linda Oglov @ Wed Apr 20, 2016 4:30pm- 5:30pm (duane.e1vernm@citystudiovancouver.com)

M GmaiI

Duane Elverum <duaneelverum@gmail.com>

Accepted: Linda Oglov@ Wed Apr 20, 2016 4:30pm -5:30pm
(duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com)
1 message
linda@oglov.com <linda@oglov.com>
Reply-To: linda@oglov.com
To: duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com

Sat, Apr 16,2016 at 9:08AM

r linda@oglov.com has accepted this invitation.

J

Linda Oglov
When

Wed Apr 20, 2016 4:30pm- 5:30pm Newfoundland Time- St. Johns

Video call

https://plus.google.com/hangoutsl_/citystudiovancouver.com/janet-moore

Calendar

duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com

Who

• duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com - organizer
• linda@oglov.com

Invitation from Google Calendar
You are receiving this email at the account duane.elverum@citystucfiovancouver.com because you are subscnoed for invitation replies on
calendar duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com.
To stop receiving these emails, please log in to https://www.google.cornlcalendar/ and change your notification settings for this calendar.
Forwarding this invitation could allow any recipient to modify your RSVP response. Learn More.

0

invite.ics
1K
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Gmail- Accepted: Linda Oglov Call@ Moo Mar 14,2016 1:30pm- 2:30pm (duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com)

M

Gmail

Duane Elverum <duaneelverum@gmail.com>

Accepted: Linda Oglov Call@ Mon Mar 14, 20161:30pm- 2:30pm
(duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com)
1 message
Mon, Mar 7, 2016 at 10:14 PM

linda@oglov.com <linda@oglov.com>
Reply-To: linda@oglov.com
To: duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com

r linda@oglov.com has accepted this invitation.

J

Linda Oglov Call
When

Mon Mar 14, 2016 1:30pm- 2:30pm Pacific Time- Vancouver

Video call

https://plus.google.com/hangoutsl_/citystudiovancouver.com/linda-oglov

Calendar

duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com

Who

• duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com - organizer
• janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com
• linda@oglov.com

Invitation from Google Calendar
You are receiving this email at the account duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com because you are subscribed for invitation replies on
calendar duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com.
To stop receiving these emails, please log in to https://www.google.com/calendar/ and change your notification settings for this calendar.
Forwarding this invitation could allow any recipient to modify your RSVP response. Learn More.

0

invite.ics

1K
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bttps://mail.google.com/mailluiO/?ui=2&ik=fel2e86f79&view=pt&q=linda%40oglov.com&qS=true&searcb=query&tb=l5354dcd680a5aOl&sim1=15354dcd680a5a01

111

Gmail- Accepted: Linda with Janet and Duane at CityStudio@ Thu Mar 31,2016 9:30am- !0:30am (duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com)

1118/2017

M

Gmail

Duane Elverum <duaneelverum@gmail.com>

Accepted: Linda with Janet and Duane at CityStudio@ Thu Mar 31, 2016 9:30am10:30am (duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com)
1 message
linda@oglov.com <linda@oglov.com>
Reply-To: linda@oglov.com
To: duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com

Wed, Mar 23,2016 at 9:39AM

r linda@oglov.com has accepted this invitation.

J

Linda with Janet and Duane at CityStudio
When

Thu Mar 31, 2016 9:30am- 10:30am Pacific Time -Vancouver

Where

1800 Spyglass Place (map)

Video call https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/citystudiovancouver.com/linda-with
Calendar

duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com

Who

• duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com - organizer
• janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com
linda@oglov.com

.
L

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------~

Invitation from Google Calendar
You are receiving this email at the account duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com because you are subscnoed for invitation replies on
calendar duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com.
To stop receiving these emails, please log in to https:/lwww.google.com/calendar/ and change your notification settings for this calendar.
Forwarding this invitation could allow any recipient to modify your RSVP response. Learn More.

D invite.ics
1K
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1/18/2017

Gmail - change of time?

Duane Elverum <duaneelverum@gmail.com>

change of time?
6 messages
Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>
To: Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>

Tue, Mar 1, 2016 at 4:23 PM

Hi Duane  would it work for you if we changed our call to tomorrow afternoon, anytime after 12:30? If not, we will leave it
at 9:30. Thanks,
Linda

On Mar 1, 2016, at 11:00 AM, Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com> wrote:
Sounds good Linda  thank you. If it helps the conversation, here's our Year 4 report for a an overview of
our work to date, and our recent TEDx Vancouver talk for a wider context.
Talk soon,
D.
On Tue, Mar 1, 2016 at 6:25 AM, Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com> wrote:
Confirmed Duane, thanks,
Linda
<unknown.png>
On Feb 29, 2016, at 8:08 PM, Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>
wrote:
Hi Linda  how does this Wednesday at 9:30am sound? I'm at 604-734-1615.
Looking forward to chatting,
Duane
On Mon, Feb 29, 2016 at 2:58 PM, Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com> wrote:
Hi Duane  Mike Magee’s office suggested that I reach out to you with respect to some
business coaching which I am happy to do. You can find out more about me on my
website below and I attach a short bio. Shall we start with a 2030 min phone call to
discuss what’s going on with you and how I might help? Some good time slots for me:
Tuesday 7:308:30; Wednesday 911 or after 1 pm; Thursday 104. Please let me know if
there is a good time in there for a quick call and best number to reach you on. I look
forward to it. Best regards,
Linda

City of Vancouver FOI Request #2016-483
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Gmail - change of time?

Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>
To: Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>

Tue, Mar 1, 2016 at 4:26 PM

Hi Linda  I'm sorry but the rest of the day is packed until 2pm, but then Janet leaves to pick up her children.
Thursday 10am11:30 window could work if helpful?
[Quoted text hidden]

linda@oglov.com <linda@oglov.com>
To: Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>

Tue, Mar 1, 2016 at 7:40 PM

Thanks Duane. Let's switch to 10 Thursday.
Linda Oglov
604-288-7031
On Mar 1, 2016, at 6:26 PM, Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com> wrote:
Hi Linda  I'm sorry but the rest of the day is packed until 2pm, but then Janet leaves to pick up her children.
Thursday 10am11:30 window could work if helpful?
On Tue, Mar 1, 2016 at 4:23 PM, Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com> wrote:
Hi Duane  would it work for you if we changed our call to tomorrow afternoon, anytime after 12:30? If
not, we will leave it at 9:30. Thanks,
Linda
<unknown.png>
On Mar 1, 2016, at 11:00 AM, Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>
wrote:
Sounds good Linda  thank you. If it helps the conversation, here's our Year 4 report for a
an overview of our work to date, and our recent TEDx Vancouver talk for a wider context.
Talk soon,
D.
On Tue, Mar 1, 2016 at 6:25 AM, Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com> wrote:
Confirmed Duane, thanks,
Linda
<unknown.png>
On Feb 29, 2016, at 8:08 PM, Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@
citystudiovancouver.com> wrote:
Hi Linda  how does this Wednesday at 9:30am sound? I'm at 604-7341615.
Looking forward to chatting,
Duane
On Mon, Feb 29, 2016 at 2:58 PM, Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com> wrote:
Hi Duane  Mike Magee’s office suggested that I reach out to you with
respect to some business coaching which I am happy to do. You can find
out more about me on my website below and I attach a short bio. Shall

City of Vancouver FOI Request #2016-483
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1/18/2017

Gmail - change of time?

we start with a 2030 min phone call to discuss what’s going on with you
and how I might help? Some good time slots for me: Tuesday 7:308:30;
Wednesday 911 or after 1 pm; Thursday 104. Please let me know if
there is a good time in there for a quick call and best number to reach
you on. I look forward to it. Best regards,
Linda

Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>
To: Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>

Tue, Mar 1, 2016 at 8:44 PM

Hi Linda  apologies, I didn't notice that we need to travel between meetings  can we make it 10:30?
[Quoted text hidden]

linda@oglov.com <linda@oglov.com>
To: Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>

Wed, Mar 2, 2016 at 3:26 AM

No problem.
Linda Oglov
604-288-7031
[Quoted text hidden]

Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>
Wed, Mar 2, 2016 at 7:34 AM
To: Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>, "janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com" <janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>
Thanks Linda  talk soon.
D.
[Quoted text hidden]
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Gmail - conﬁrming address

Duane Elverum <duaneelverum@gmail.com>

confirming address
3 messages
Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>
To: Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>

Tue, May 3, 2016 at 7:30 AM

confirming you are in the building at foot of Spyglass, near the ferry, correct? Thanks,
Linda

Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>
To: Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>

Tue, May 3, 2016 at 7:56 AM

Yes  look for a rocket in the window and ring the citystudio buzzer, or call my mobile  604-734-1615
See you soon,
D.
[Quoted text hidden]

Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>
To: Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>

Tue, May 3, 2016 at 8:29 AM

Just landed so running a touch late. Will be there as close to 9 as possible. Thanks.
Linda Oglov
604-288-7031
On May 3, 2016, at 7:56 AM, Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com> wrote:
Yes  look for a rocket in the window and ring the citystudio buzzer, or call my mobile  604-734-1615
See you soon,
D.
On Tue, May 3, 2016 at 10:30 AM, Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com> wrote:
confirming you are in the building at foot of Spyglass, near the ferry, correct? Thanks,
Linda
<Unknown.png>
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Gmail - connecting

Duane Elverum <duaneelverum@gmail.com>

connecting
7 messages

Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>
To: duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com

Mon, Feb 29, 2016 at 2:58 PM

Hi Duane  Mike Magee’s office suggested that I reach out to you with respect to some business coaching which I am
happy to do. You can find out more about me on my website below and I attach a short bio. Shall we start with a 2030
min phone call to discuss what’s going on with you and how I might help? Some good time slots for me: Tuesday 7:30
8:30; Wednesday 911 or after 1 pm; Thursday 104. Please let me know if there is a good time in there for a quick call
and best number to reach you on. I look forward to it. Best regards,
Linda

2 attachments

unknown.png
56K
Linda Oglov bio 2016.docx
125K
Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>
Mon, Feb 29, 2016 at 3:26 PM
To: Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>, "janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com" <janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>
Bcc: Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@gmail.com>
Hi Linda  it's so good to hear from you and to learn more about your work. Janet and I will look at our calendars and
confirm a time by tomorrow.
Talk soon,
Duane
On Mon, Feb 29, 2016 at 2:58 PM, Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com> wrote:
Hi Duane  Mike Magee’s office suggested that I reach out to you with respect to some business coaching which I am
happy to do. You can find out more about me on my website below and I attach a short bio. Shall we start with a 2030
min phone call to discuss what’s going on with you and how I might help? Some good time slots for me: Tuesday 7:30
8:30; Wednesday 911 or after 1 pm; Thursday 104. Please let me know if there is a good time in there for a quick call
and best number to reach you on. I look forward to it. Best regards,
Linda

Janet Moore <janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>

Mon, Feb 29, 2016 at 4:37 PM

City of Vancouver FOI Request #2016-483
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Gmail - connecting

To: Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>
Wed 9:30?
Janet Moore
Director SFU Semester in Dialogue
Co-Director, CityStudio Vancouver
[Quoted text hidden]

Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>
To: Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>
Cc: "janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com" <janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>

Mon, Feb 29, 2016 at 6:08 PM

Hi Linda  how does this Wednesday at 9:30am sound? I'm at 604-734-1615.
Looking forward to chatting,
Duane
On Mon, Feb 29, 2016 at 2:58 PM, Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com> wrote:
Hi Duane  Mike Magee’s office suggested that I reach out to you with respect to some business coaching which I am
happy to do. You can find out more about me on my website below and I attach a short bio. Shall we start with a 2030
min phone call to discuss what’s going on with you and how I might help? Some good time slots for me: Tuesday 7:30
8:30; Wednesday 911 or after 1 pm; Thursday 104. Please let me know if there is a good time in there for a quick call
and best number to reach you on. I look forward to it. Best regards,
Linda

Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>
To: Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>
Cc: "janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com" <janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>

Tue, Mar 1, 2016 at 6:25 AM

Confirmed Duane, thanks,
Linda

[Quoted text hidden]

Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>
To: Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>

Tue, Mar 1, 2016 at 9:00 AM

Sounds good Linda  thank you. If it helps the conversation, here's our Year 4 report for a an overview of our work to
date, and our recent TEDx Vancouver talk for a wider context.
Talk soon,
D.
[Quoted text hidden]

Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>
To: Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>
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Perfect, very helpful thanks Duane.

On Mar 1, 2016, at 11:00 AM, Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com> wrote:
Sounds good Linda  thank you. If it helps the conversation, here's our Year 4 report for a an overview of
our work to date, and our recent TEDx Vancouver talk for a wider context.
Talk soon,
D.
On Tue, Mar 1, 2016 at 6:25 AM, Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com> wrote:
Confirmed Duane, thanks,
Linda
<unknown.png>
On Feb 29, 2016, at 8:08 PM, Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>
wrote:
Hi Linda  how does this Wednesday at 9:30am sound? I'm at 604-734-1615.
Looking forward to chatting,
Duane
On Mon, Feb 29, 2016 at 2:58 PM, Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com> wrote:
Hi Duane  Mike Magee’s office suggested that I reach out to you with respect to some
business coaching which I am happy to do. You can find out more about me on my
website below and I attach a short bio. Shall we start with a 2030 min phone call to
discuss what’s going on with you and how I might help? Some good time slots for me:
Tuesday 7:308:30; Wednesday 911 or after 1 pm; Thursday 104. Please let me know if
there is a good time in there for a quick call and best number to reach you on. I look
forward to it. Best regards,
Linda
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Gmail - Draft scope of work doc

Duane Elverum <duaneelverum@gmail.com>

Draft scope of work doc
4 messages
Duane Elverum <duaneelverum@gmail.com>
Thu, Apr 21, 2016 at 2:18 PM
Reply-To: DuaneElverum@gmail.com
To: Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>, "janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com" <janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>
Hi Linda,
Here is the draft scope attached as a doc. I've also shared a gdoc with you if preferred.
Much appreciated,
Duane

Duane Elverum
CoFounder and CoDirector
CityStudio Vancouver
604.874.6401
Our current Video and Year 4 Annual Report

DraftScopeofWorkCityStudioStrategicBusinessDevelopmentPlan.pdf
315K
Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>
To: DuaneElverum@gmail.com
Cc: "janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com" <janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>

Thu, Apr 21, 2016 at 4:09 PM

Thanks Duane and Janet  will get back to you asap.
Linda

[Quoted text hidden]
[Quoted text hidden]

<DraftScopeofWorkCityStudioStrategicBusinessDevelopmentPlan.pdf>
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Gmail - Draft scope of work doc

Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>
To: DuaneElverum@gmail.com
Cc: "janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com" <janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>

Mon, Apr 25, 2016 at 6:14 AM

Hi again Duane and Janet  I have had a quick look at the document but I would like to spend a proper amount of time
shaping it and realistically I won’t get to that until Wednesday this week since I am now into running a corporate retreat
today and Tuesday. Back to you then, thanks,
Linda

[Quoted text hidden]
[Quoted text hidden]

<DraftScopeofWorkCityStudioStrategicBusinessDevelopmentPlan.pdf>

Duane Elverum <duaneelverum@gmail.com>
Reply-To: DuaneElverum@gmail.com
To: Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>
Cc: "janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com" <janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>

Mon, Apr 25, 2016 at 7:58 AM

Thanks Linda  we look forward to your feedback.
D.
[Quoted text hidden]
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Gmail - half hour call tomorrow please

Duane Elverum <duaneelverum@gmail.com>

half hour call tomorrow please
3 messages
Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>
Wed, May 18, 2016 at 3:25 PM
To: Elverum Duane <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>, Janet Moore <janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>
Hi Duane and Janet  looking forward to speaking to you tomorrow and your update! It will need to be a call (I will be on
my office line 604-288-7031) and I am afraid I will just have a half hour (1212:30) since I have something else that I will
need to get on to. So in order to be efficient with your time and mine, may I suggest that one or both of you send me a
brief update by email prior to the meeting with response to:
1. Any salient overall updates on the project since last we spoke.
2. Business plan development  any decisions? Have you engaged with David (think I have his name right)? Other
action?
3. Current thoughts on timeline for above?
4. Thoughts on how best, and for what period of time, you might want to engage my assistance going forward. We
can discuss this on the call but thought I would suggest you think and talk on it. As you would appreciate, I feel an
obligation to the Mayor’s office, which is paying for my time, to ensure the time I use is well spent and of benefit to
you. There have recently been other requests of my time from the Mayor’s office and I need to allocate
appropriately.
Thanks both  as ever, I look forward to my time with you tomorrow!
Linda

Janet Moore <janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>
To: Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>
Cc: Elverum Duane <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>

Thu, May 19, 2016 at 11:31 AM

Hi Linda;
Here are a few updates:
We have moved forward with David Lee and have negotiated deadlines and deliverables. We start working next week with
him.
Our needs are to create a transition strategy towards the NFP and managing staff roles. We have a challenge relating to
our current Ops Manager who we don't see in the future Managing Director role  how do we navigate this transition in the
next few months.
Talk soon;
Janet and Duane

Janet Moore
Director SFU Semester in Dialogue
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Co-Director, CityStudio Vancouver
[Quoted text hidden]

Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>
To: Janet Moore <janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>
Cc: Elverum Duane <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>

Thu, May 19, 2016 at 12:02 PM

Thanks Janet. Pls call me when you are ready on 604-288-7031

On 20160519, at 11:31 AM, Janet Moore wrote:
Hi Linda;
Here are a few updates:
We have moved forward with David Lee and have negotiated deadlines and deliverables. We start working
next week with him.
Our needs are to create a transition strategy towards the NFP and managing staff roles. We have a
challenge relating to our current Ops Manager who we don't see in the future Managing Director role  how
do we navigate this transition in the next few months.
Talk soon;
Janet and Duane

Janet Moore
Director SFU Semester in Dialogue
Co-Director, CityStudio Vancouver

On Wed, May 18, 2016 at 3:25 PM, Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com> wrote:
Hi Duane and Janet  looking forward to speaking to you tomorrow and your update! It will need to be a
call (I will be on my office line 604-288-7031) and I am afraid I will just have a half hour (1212:30) since I
have something else that I will need to get on to. So in order to be efficient with your time and mine, may
I suggest that one or both of you send me a brief update by email prior to the meeting with response to:
1. Any salient overall updates on the project since last we spoke.
2. Business plan development  any decisions? Have you engaged with David (think I have his name
right)? Other action?
3. Current thoughts on timeline for above?
4. Thoughts on how best, and for what period of time, you might want to engage my assistance going
forward. We can discuss this on the call but thought I would suggest you think and talk on it. As
you would appreciate, I feel an obligation to the Mayor’s office, which is paying for my time, to
ensure the time I use is well spent and of benefit to you. There have recently been other requests
of my time from the Mayor’s office and I need to allocate appropriately.
Thanks both  as ever, I look forward to my time with you tomorrow!
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Linda
<unknown.png>
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Gmail - in person meeting May 3?

Duane Elverum <duaneelverum@gmail.com>

in person meeting May 3?
3 messages
Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>
Wed, Apr 27, 2016 at 3:59 PM
To: Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>, "janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com Moore"
<janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>
Hi Duane and Janet  I am in between my two retreats! I plan on sending you some thoughts on scope of work tomorrow
morning from my ferry ride. Meanwhile I do have a possibility of meeting in person on morning of Tuesday May 2 910 am
at your offices  would that work? If so, please just send meeting invite. Thanks,
Linda

Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>
Wed, Apr 27, 2016 at 4:00 PM
To: Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>, "janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com Moore"
<janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>
Sorry that should be Tuesday May 3.
LO
Hi Duane and Janet  I am in between my two retreats! I plan on sending you some thoughts on scope of work tomorrow
morning from my ferry ride. Meanwhile I do have a possibility of meeting in person on morning of Tuesday May 2 910 am
at your offices  would that work? If so, please just send meeting invite. Thanks,
Linda

Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>
Wed, Apr 27, 2016 at 4:02 PM
To: Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>
Cc: Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>, "janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com Moore"
<janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>
Works for me. Janet?
[Quoted text hidden]
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Gmail - Mtg Mar 31

Duane Elverum <duaneelverum@gmail.com>

Mtg Mar 31
2 messages
Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>
To: Elverum Duane <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>

Wed, Mar 23, 2016 at 9:32 AM

Hi Duane  if you still want to meet in person morning of Mar 31 pls send meeting invite. I think we said 9:30 at your office.
Still working on resources for you. Thanks
Linda
Linda Oglov
604-288-7031
Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>
To: Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>

Wed, Mar 23, 2016 at 9:37 AM

Invite on the way  Thanks Linda  see you then.
D.
[Quoted text hidden]
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Duane Elverum <duaneelverum@gmail.com>

Number
1 message

Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>
To: Elverum Duane <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>

Wed, Apr 20, 2016 at 12:01 PM

604-787-9829 when ready
Linda Oglov
604-288-7031
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Gmail - possible fundraiser

Duane Elverum <duaneelverum@gmail.com>

possible fundraiser
3 messages
Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>
Wed, Mar 30, 2016 at 7:21 AM
To: Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>, janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com
Hi Duane and Janet  ahead of our meeting tomorrow, attached is a resume of an experienced fundraiser who is highly
recommended by some colleagues of mine. He is currently looking for a contract position  not sure about range of
compensation. To be discussed. Thanks,
Linda

2 attachments

unknown.png
56K
markmahlresume-current.docx
37K
Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>
Wed, Mar 30, 2016 at 7:54 AM
To: Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>
Cc: Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>, "janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com"
<janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>
Thanks for this Linda.
We're looking forward to meeting tomorrow. Are you still ok to meet at the studio? Please call my mobile at 604-734-1615
if you have any trouble finding us.
D.
[Quoted text hidden]

Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>
To: Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>
Cc: "janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com" <janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>

Wed, Mar 30, 2016 at 7:57 AM

Yes see you tomorrow at 9;30 at Spyglass. Looking forward to meeting you both in person.
Linda
Linda Oglov
604-288-7031
[Quoted text hidden]
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Gmail- Re: Invitation: Linda with Janet and Duane at CityStudio@ Thu Mar 31,2016 9:30am- l0:30am (hnda@oglov.com)
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M

Gmail

Duane Elverum <duaneelverum@gmail.com>

Re: Invitation: Linda with Janet and Duane at CityStudio @ Thu Mar 31, 2016 9:30am
- 10:30am (linda@oglov.com)
1 message
Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>
To: duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com
Cc: janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com

Wed, Mar 23,2016 at 9:39AM

Thanks Duane and Janet - Happy Easter!
Linda

On 2016-03-23, at 9:37AM, duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com wrote:

Linda with Janet and Duane at CityStudio
When

Thu Mar 31, 2016 9:30am -10:30am Pacific Time- Vancouver

Where

1800 Spyglass Place (map)

Video call

https://plus.google.corn/hangouts/_/citystudiovancouver.corn/linda-with

Calendar

linda@oglov.com

Who

• duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com - organizer

more detai1s »

• janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com
• linda@oglov.com
Going? Yes - Maybe - No

more options »

Invitation from Google Calendar
You are receiving this email at the account Iinda@oglov.com because you are subscribed for invitations on calendar
linda@oglov.com.
To stop receiving these emails, please log in to https://www.google.com/calendar/ and change your notification settings for
this calendar.
FOIWarding this invitation could allow any recipient to modify your RSVP response. Learn More.

<Mail Attachment.ics><invite.ics>
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Gmail - Re: Linda Oglov - Invitation to collaborate

Duane Elverum <duaneelverum@gmail.com>

Re: Linda Oglov  Invitation to collaborate
1 message
Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>
To: Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>

Fri, Mar 4, 2016 at 12:36 PM

Thanks Duane. I will check this out and respond to you early next week when I am back in Vancouver. Best regards,
Linda

On Mar 4, 2016, at 1:21 PM, Duane Elverum (via Google Drive) <drive-shares-noreply@google.com>
wrote:

Duane Elverum has invited you to contribute to the following shared folder:

Linda Oglov

Hi Linda,
Here are 2 documents to start:
1) the summary orientation planning package for our advisors  Al E.,
Lauren D. and Ees SantosBrault
2) A summary of consultant's work with our progress comments
If you need anything else to for now please don't hesitate to reach out.
Looking forward to meeting in person.
All the best,
Duane

Open

Google Drive: Have all your files within reach from any device.
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Gmail - RFP template for Business Development Plan

Duane Elverum <duaneelverum@gmail.com>

RFP template for Business Development Plan
8 messages
Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>
To: Duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com, janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com

Thu, Apr 7, 2016 at 11:51 AM

Hi Duane and Janet  further to our discussion on an RFP for a consultant to develop a Business Plan for City STudio, I
attach an example of an RFP template (please hold in confidence, not to be shared with others since this is from a client
of a few years ago). I don't suggest that you need to be quite this extensive, although the main body of the RFP is really
just the first 10 pages and it covers the types of things typically found in such a request. Please let me know if this type of
format works for you? If so, I would be pleased to provide input into the equivalent of what in this RFP is sections 410.
Thanks and let me know when you want to set another call?
Linda

2 attachments
Unknown.png
56K
Example of FINAL RFP Version.June.17 (1).pdf
8108K
Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>
To: Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>
Cc: "duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com" <Duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>,
"janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com" <janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>

Sat, Apr 9, 2016 at 11:04 AM

Thanks for this Linda. We had a very good meeting with our advisors this past Thursday, bringing much of our recent calls
into the discussion. Derek Ballantyne was with us as well, which was very helpful as you can imagine. I think our next call
will seek to bring a few clear actions to ground.
We're off to Corner Brook this coming week, so maybe we could set up a call for the week of the 18th?
Janet can you suggest some times that work for you?
Talk soon,
D.
[Quoted text hidden]

Janet Moore <janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>
To: Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>
Cc: Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>

Sat, Apr 9, 2016 at 1:42 PM

Hi Linda;
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Please let us know what dates would work for an in person meeting or a phone call. Wed. the 20th looks quite good from
92. Tuesday 19 and Thursday 21 at 9:30 are open for calls. Janet
Janet Moore
Director SFU Semester in Dialogue
Co-Director, CityStudio Vancouver
[Quoted text hidden]

Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>
To: Janet Moore <janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>
Cc: Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>

Tue, Apr 12, 2016 at 6:09 PM

Thanks both. How about a call on Wed April 20 at 9 am?
Linda

[Quoted text hidden]

Janet Moore <janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>
Cc: Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>

Wed, Apr 13, 2016 at 9:02 AM

I would say yes to this call and we can have our scope of work ready to discuss. The next meeting will need to be in
person? Does that work for you?
Janet Moore
Director SFU Semester in Dialogue
Co-Director, CityStudio Vancouver

[Quoted text hidden]

Janet Moore <janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>
Sat, Apr 16, 2016 at 4:02 AM
To: Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>, Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>
How about 121pm on Wed April 20? Fingers crossed :) Janet
Janet Moore
Director SFU Semester in Dialogue
Co-Director, CityStudio Vancouver

On Wed, Apr 13, 2016 at 8:34 PM, Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com> wrote:
I am pretty free on Wed April 20 except for 1010:30 and 34 pm so please let me know if there is another time that
day? Thanks,
Linda
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On Apr 13, 2016, at 10:43 AM, Janet Moore <janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com> wrote:
That time is not free is there another option?
On Tuesday, 12 April 2016, Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com> wrote:
Thanks both. How about a call on Wed April 20 at 9 am?
Linda
<unknown.png>
On Apr 9, 2016, at 1:42 PM, Janet Moore <janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>
wrote:
Hi Linda;
Please let us know what dates would work for an in person meeting or a phone call. Wed.
the 20th looks quite good from 92. Tuesday 19 and Thursday 21 at 9:30 are open for
calls. Janet
Janet Moore
Director SFU Semester in Dialogue
Co-Director, CityStudio Vancouver

On Sat, Apr 9, 2016 at 11:04 AM, Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@
citystudiovancouver.com> wrote:
Thanks for this Linda. We had a very good meeting with our advisors this past
Thursday, bringing much of our recent calls into the discussion. Derek Ballantyne was
with us as well, which was very helpful as you can imagine. I think our next call will
seek to bring a few clear actions to ground.
We're off to Corner Brook this coming week, so maybe we could set up a call for the
week of the 18th?
Janet can you suggest some times that work for you?
Talk soon,
D.
On Thu, Apr 7, 2016 at 11:51 AM, Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com> wrote:
Hi Duane and Janet  further to our discussion on an RFP for a consultant to develop
a Business Plan for City STudio, I attach an example of an RFP template (please
hold in confidence, not to be shared with others since this is from a client of a few
years ago). I don't suggest that you need to be quite this extensive, although the
main body of the RFP is really just the first 10 pages and it covers the types of things
typically found in such a request. Please let me know if this type of format works for
you? If so, I would be pleased to provide input into the equivalent of what in this
RFP is sections 410. Thanks and let me know when you want to set another call?
Linda
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Janet Moore
Director SFU Semester in Dialogue
Co-Director, CityStudio Vancouver

Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>
To: Janet Moore <janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>
Cc: Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>

Sat, Apr 16, 2016 at 8:38 AM

Yes that works for me if it is good for Duane, please just send a calendar invite for that time. Thanks!
Linda

On 20160416, at 4:02 AM, Janet Moore wrote:
How about 121pm on Wed April 20? Fingers crossed :) Janet
Janet Moore
Director SFU Semester in Dialogue
Co-Director, CityStudio Vancouver

On Wed, Apr 13, 2016 at 8:34 PM, Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com> wrote:
I am pretty free on Wed April 20 except for 1010:30 and 34 pm so please let me know if there is another
time that day? Thanks,
Linda
<unknown.png>
[Quoted text hidden]

Janet Moore <janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>
To: Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>

Sat, Apr 16, 2016 at 8:42 AM
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Cc: Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>
Excellent  works for all. Calendar invite on its way. Janet
Janet Moore
Director SFU Semester in Dialogue
Co-Director, CityStudio Vancouver

[Quoted text hidden]
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Duane Elverum <duaneelverum@gmail.com>

scope of work for consultant
3 messages
Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>
Wed, May 4, 2016 at 12:27 PM
To: Elverum Duane <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>, Janet Moore <janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>
Hi Janet and Duane  great to meet you both in person yesterday! As promised, attached is a draft scope of work for a
consultant to develop your business plan. Happy to take any questions by email and I would be available for another call
on Wednesday May 11 or anytime after that. Thanks,
Linda

2 attachments

unknown.png
56K
Scope of work for consultant to develop business plan LO_May4_2016.docx
125K
Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>
Thu, May 5, 2016 at 2:54 PM
To: Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>
Cc: Elverum Duane <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>, Janet Moore <janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>
Thanks Linda  this is very clear and helpful. We'll let you know what we hear. Janet is away until the 16th  should we try
for the 18? Earliest would be 9:30am. Or the 19th any time after 12pm?
Would you be able to pass on an example of a 1page business plan?
Much appreciated,
Duane
[Quoted text hidden]

Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>
To: Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>

Thu, May 5, 2016 at 4:18 PM

Thanks Duane. Yes May 19 afternoon is open so pls send calendar invite for what works for you and Janet. I am in
Ontario until May 10 but will scan and send example of one page biz plan once I have approval of client and I am back.
Linda
Linda Oglov
604-288-7031
[Quoted text hidden]
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Gmail - setting up a call

Duane Elverum <duaneelverum@gmail.com>

setting up a call
4 messages
Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>
Mon, Mar 7, 2016 at 8:22 AM
To: Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>, janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com
Hi Duane and Janet  thanks so much for sending through such a comprehensive package of information on CityStudio. I
have a few questions that I will pose and in order to keep the momentum going I wonder if you would like to set a 3045
min call for Friday Mar 11 at 8:30 or 9? Otherwise the rest of this week is pretty full and we would have to look at Mon or
Tues March 1415 next week both of which are fairly flexible. I will look to meet you in person soon but at the moment,
phone calls will work best. Thanks,
Linda

Janet Moore <janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>
Cc: Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>

Mon, Mar 7, 2016 at 8:29 AM

Friday at 9 works for me.
Janet Moore
Director SFU Semester in Dialogue
Co-Director, CityStudio Vancouver
[Quoted text hidden]

Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>
Mon, Mar 7, 2016 at 3:12 PM
To: Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>
Cc: Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>, "janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com"
<janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>
Hi Linda,
Can we try:
Monday the 14th between 1:302:30, or
Tuesday the15th between 9:3011:30?
(FYI Janet, Jenn has Ok'd the shift on Monday to accommodate if needed)
Thanks,
D.
On Mon, Mar 7, 2016 at 8:22 AM, Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com> wrote:
[Quoted text hidden]
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Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>
To: Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>
Cc: "janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com" <janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>

Mon, Mar 7, 2016 at 6:52 PM

Thanks Duane. Please send a calendar invite for the time slot on Monday that works for you.
Linda

On Mar 7, 2016, at 3:12 PM, Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com> wrote:
Hi Linda,
Can we try:
Monday the 14th between 1:302:30, or
Tuesday the15th between 9:3011:30?
(FYI Janet, Jenn has Ok'd the shift on Monday to accommodate if needed)
Thanks,
D.
On Mon, Mar 7, 2016 at 8:22 AM, Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com> wrote:
Hi Duane and Janet  thanks so much for sending through such a comprehensive package of information
on CityStudio. I have a few questions that I will pose and in order to keep the momentum going I wonder
if you would like to set a 3045 min call for Friday Mar 11 at 8:30 or 9? Otherwise the rest of this week is
pretty full and we would have to look at Mon or Tues March 1415 next week both of which are fairly
flexible. I will look to meet you in person soon but at the moment, phone calls will work best. Thanks,
Linda
<unknown.png>
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Gmail - sorry will have to meet by phone

Duane Elverum <duaneelverum@gmail.com>

sorry will have to meet by phone
5 messages
Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>
Thu, Mar 31, 2016 at 6:36 AM
To: Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>, janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com
Hi Duane and Janet  unfortunately something has come up which means I cannot meet in person today. I could meet
this morning by phone, but would prefer to start at 9 am if that works? Otherwise I could do a half hour 9:3010 or we
could reschedule a call for next week any day that works for you. I am then in the city again April 1213 to meet in person
if you wish. Would be great to at least touch base by phone today if you can but let me know what works. I will be on my
cell 604-787-9829. Thanks,
Linda

Janet Moore <janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>
Cc: Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>

Thu, Mar 31, 2016 at 7:01 AM

I can do 9am at the Studio by phone. Does that work for you?
Janet Moore
Director SFU Semester in Dialogue
Co-Director, CityStudio Vancouver
[Quoted text hidden]

Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>
To: Janet Moore <janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>

Thu, Mar 31, 2016 at 7:20 AM

yes
[Quoted text hidden]

Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>
Thu, Mar 31, 2016 at 7:23 AM
To: Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>
Cc: Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>, "janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com"
<janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>
9am by phone works Linda. We'll call then.
Talk soon,
D.
On Thu, Mar 31, 2016 at 6:36 AM, Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com> wrote:
[Quoted text hidden]

Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>

Thu, Mar 31, 38
2016
at 8:02 AM
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To: Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>
Cc: "janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com" <janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>
Thanks. Speak then.
Linda Oglov
604-288-7031
On Mar 31, 2016, at 7:23 AM, Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com> wrote:
9am by phone works Linda. We'll call then.
Talk soon,
D.
On Thu, Mar 31, 2016 at 6:36 AM, Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com> wrote:
Hi Duane and Janet  unfortunately something has come up which means I cannot meet in person today.
I could meet this morning by phone, but would prefer to start at 9 am if that works? Otherwise I could do
a half hour 9:3010 or we could reschedule a call for next week any day that works for you. I am then in
the city again April 1213 to meet in person if you wish. Would be great to at least touch base by phone
today if you can but let me know what works. I will be on my cell 604-787-9829. Thanks,
Linda
<unknown.png>
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Gmail - thoughts on Draft Scope of Work

Duane Elverum <duaneelverum@gmail.com>

thoughts on Draft Scope of Work
8 messages
Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>
Thu, Apr 28, 2016 at 8:48 AM
To: Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>, Janet Moore <janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>
Hi Duane and Janet  I had a chance to spend a bit more time reviewing the Draft Scope of Work you sent me and came
up with more questions than suggestions on reworking it. You did a good job on laying out the upfront part that describes
City Studio etc but we need to drill down a bit more on the Needs and Deliverables section as well as adding a timeline,
etc. I took those two sections out of where you had them and moved them to the end and added some questions. I think
I you should see that in the Google docs Dropbox file (I am not great with that) but I also attach the document with those
changes.
Having said that, here are some thoughts on approach that we can discuss when we meet:
First, having said that I did not want to take on this piece of work, I find myself being drawn into it! Truth is that I
could do the plan for you quite easily and I think I am gaining a deeper understanding of how the two of you work
and where the division of labour might be. So one option for our discussion could be that I would undertake to
write the 3Year Plan, with your input and involving someone else who would work under my direction. My fees are
at the higher end of your available budget but I would commit to doing it for the $20,000 in total. We can discuss
timing, but I have more time towards the end of June and into July and could see completion by mid to late July.
Second option, which could be a cheaper option, would be to proceed with the RFP in which case I would suggest
we need to tighten up the sections noted above as well as confirm a short list of possible bidders.
At any rate, let’s have an open discussion when we meet to consider which is best option. I have held the 910 am slot on
Tuesday May 3 and I know it works for Duane. Hoping that time works for Janet as well? Please send calendar invite
when you can confirm. Thanks,
Linda

2 attachments

unknown.png
56K
Draft Scope of Work: CityStudio Strategic Business Development Plan  Google Docs.html
405K
Janet Moore <janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>
Cc: Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>

Thu, Apr 28, 2016 at 7:52 PM

I could make the 910 slot but need to juggle a few other things.  is 9am ok? Janet
Janet Moore
Director SFU Semester in Dialogue
Co-Director, CityStudio Vancouver
[Quoted text hidden]
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Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>
To: Janet Moore <janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>

Thu, Apr 28, 2016 at 8:40 PM

Yup
[Quoted text hidden]

Janet Moore <janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>
To: Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>

Thu, Apr 28, 2016 at 8:45 PM

I can arrange this but don't think I want to work with her on this  given the Pender Island issue  I'm much more inclined to
work with David Lee...to be discussed
Janet Moore
Director SFU Semester in Dialogue
Co-Director, CityStudio Vancouver

[Quoted text hidden]

Janet Moore <janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>
To: Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>

Thu, Apr 28, 2016 at 8:46 PM

can you open her doc?
Janet Moore
Director SFU Semester in Dialogue
Co-Director, CityStudio Vancouver

[Quoted text hidden]

linda@oglov.com <linda@oglov.com>
To: Janet Moore <janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>
Cc: Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>

Thu, Apr 28, 2016 at 10:00 PM

Hi Janet  yes I can confirm that I can meet with you and Duane at 9 am on Tuesday. Might be able to get there by 8:45
which would give us a bit more time. Pls confirm if that works. Thanks
Linda
Linda Oglov
604-288-7031
On Apr 28, 2016, at 8:48 PM, Janet Moore <janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com> wrote:
Hi Linda;
I'll have to juggle some other meetings  so please let me know if you are confirmed to be in Vancouver on
Tuesday at 9am. I will have to leave at 10:10 in order to get to SFU for a 10:30. Janet
Janet Moore
Director SFU Semester in Dialogue
Co-Director, CityStudio Vancouver

On Thu, Apr 28, 2016 at 8:48 AM, Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com> wrote:
[Quoted text hidden]
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Janet Moore <janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>
To: Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>
Cc: Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>

Fri, Apr 29, 2016 at 5:17 AM

Great. I can get there at 8:45. Janet
Janet Moore
Director SFU Semester in Dialogue
Co-Director, CityStudio Vancouver

[Quoted text hidden]

linda@oglov.com <linda@oglov.com>
To: Janet Moore <janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>
Cc: Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>

Fri, Apr 29, 2016 at 5:35 AM

Should work. My float plane lands at YVR south terminal about 8:158:30 so I will come directly there and be there as
close to 8:45 as I can. Thanks
Linda
Linda Oglov
604-288-7031
[Quoted text hidden]
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Gmail - Tuesday at 8:45

Duane Elverum <duaneelverum@gmail.com>

Tuesday at 8:45
2 messages

Janet Moore <janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>
Mon, May 2, 2016 at 9:28 AM
To: Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>, Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>
Hi Linda;
I've just returned from Toronto and I've learned that my husband is flying to Calgary  so I need to drop my kids at school
Tuesday  I can only get there by 9. If we can shift back to 9:00 for the meeting start that would be great. Janet
Janet Moore
Director SFU Semester in Dialogue
Co-Director, CityStudio Vancouver

Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com>
To: Janet Moore <janet.moore@citystudiovancouver.com>
Cc: Duane Elverum <duane.elverum@citystudiovancouver.com>

Mon, May 2, 2016 at 9:29 AM

No worries  we can easily meet from 9 until 10:10 and make it work!

[Quoted text hidden]
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From: linda@oglov.com
To: "Quinlan, Kevin" <Kevin.Quinlan@vancouver.ca>
Date: 9/29/2016 2:45:12 PM
Accepted: Call Linda O and Kevin @ Fri Oct 28, 2016 8am - 8:30am (PDT)
Subject:
(linda@oglov.com)
Attachments: invite.ics
linda@oglov.com has accepted this invitation.
Call Linda O and Kevin
When Fri Oct 28, 2016 8am – 8:30am Pacific Time - Vancouver
Calendar linda@oglov.com
Who • Quinlan, Kevin - organizer
• linda@oglov.com - creator
Invitation from Google Calendar <https://www.google.com/calendar/>
You are receiving this courtesy email at the account kevin.quinlan@vancouver.ca because you are
an attendee of this event.
To stop receiving future updates for this event, decline this event. Alternatively you can sign up for
a Google account at https://www.google.com/calendar/ and control your notification settings for
your entire calendar.
Forwarding this invitation could allow any recipient to modify your RSVP response. Learn More
<https://support.google.com/calendar/answer/37135#forwarding> .
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From: linda@oglov.com
To: "Quinlan, Kevin" <Kevin.Quinlan@vancouver.ca>
Date: 9/29/2016 2:44:50 PM
Accepted: Call Linda O and Kevin @ Fri Oct 7, 2016 4pm - 4:30pm (PDT)
Subject:
(linda@oglov.com)
Attachments: invite.ics
linda@oglov.com has accepted this invitation.
Call Linda O and Kevin
When Fri Oct 7, 2016 4pm – 4:30pm Pacific Time - Vancouver
Where She will call you (map <https://maps.google.com/maps?q=She+will+call+you&hl=en> )
Calendar linda@oglov.com
Who • Quinlan, Kevin - organizer
• linda@oglov.com - creator
Invitation from Google Calendar <https://www.google.com/calendar/>
You are receiving this courtesy email at the account kevin.quinlan@vancouver.ca because you are
an attendee of this event.
To stop receiving future updates for this event, decline this event. Alternatively you can sign up for
a Google account at https://www.google.com/calendar/ and control your notification settings for
your entire calendar.
Forwarding this invitation could allow any recipient to modify your RSVP response. Learn More
<https://support.google.com/calendar/answer/37135#forwarding> .
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From: linda@oglov.com
To: "Quinlan, Kevin" <Kevin.Quinlan@vancouver.ca>
Date: 10/11/2016 10:25:59 AM
Accepted: Call Linda O and Kevin @ Thu Oct 13, 2016 8am - 8:30am (PDT)
Subject:
(linda@oglov.com)
Attachments: invite.ics
linda@oglov.com has accepted this invitation.
Call Linda O and Kevin
When Thu Oct 13, 2016 8am – 8:30am Pacific Time - Vancouver
Calendar linda@oglov.com
Who • Quinlan, Kevin - organizer
• linda@oglov.com - creator
Invitation from Google Calendar <https://www.google.com/calendar/>
You are receiving this courtesy email at the account kevin.quinlan@vancouver.ca because you are
an attendee of this event.
To stop receiving future updates for this event, decline this event. Alternatively you can sign up for
a Google account at https://www.google.com/calendar/ and control your notification settings for
your entire calendar.
Forwarding this invitation could allow any recipient to modify your RSVP response. Learn More
<https://support.google.com/calendar/answer/37135#forwarding> .
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From: linda@oglov.com
To: "Quinlan, Kevin" <Kevin.Quinlan@vancouver.ca>
Date: 9/29/2016 2:45:01 PM
Accepted: Call Linda O and Kevin @ Thu Oct 20, 2016 9am - 9:30am (PDT)
Subject:
(linda@oglov.com)
Attachments: invite.ics
linda@oglov.com has accepted this invitation.
Call Linda O and Kevin
When Thu Oct 20, 2016 9am – 9:30am Pacific Time - Vancouver
Calendar linda@oglov.com
Who • Quinlan, Kevin - organizer
• linda@oglov.com - creator
Invitation from Google Calendar <https://www.google.com/calendar/>
You are receiving this courtesy email at the account kevin.quinlan@vancouver.ca because you are
an attendee of this event.
To stop receiving future updates for this event, decline this event. Alternatively you can sign up for
a Google account at https://www.google.com/calendar/ and control your notification settings for
your entire calendar.
Forwarding this invitation could allow any recipient to modify your RSVP response. Learn More
<https://support.google.com/calendar/answer/37135#forwarding> .
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From: "Quinlan, Kevin" <Kevin.Quinlan@vancouver.ca>
To: "Linda Oglov" <linda@oglov.com>
Date: 4/9/2014 2:50:12 PM
Accepted: Invitation: call w Linda Oglov @ Wed Apr 23, 2014 4pm - 5pm
Subject:
(linda@oglov.com)
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From: "Quinlan, Kevin" <Kevin.Quinlan@vancouver.ca>
To: "Linda Oglov" <linda@oglov.com>
Date: 4/28/2014 3:37:10 PM
Accepted: Invitation: call w Linda Oglov @ Wed May 14, 2014 4pm - 5pm
Subject:
(linda@oglov.com)
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From: "Quinlan, Kevin" <Kevin.Quinlan@vancouver.ca>
To: "Linda Oglov" <linda@oglov.com>
Date: 5/14/2014 4:03:42 PM
Accepted: Invitation: Call with Linda Oglov @ Mon Jun 2, 2014 4:30pm - 5pm
Subject:
(linda@oglov.com)
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From: "Quinlan, Kevin" <Kevin.Quinlan@vancouver.ca>
To: "Linda Oglov" <linda@oglov.com>
Date: 4/28/2014 1:12:02 PM
Accepted: Updated Invitation: call w Linda Oglov @ Mon Apr 28, 2014 4:15pm - 5:15pm
Subject:
(linda@oglov.com)
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From: "Quinlan, Kevin" <Kevin.Quinlan@vancouver.ca>
To: "Linda Oglov" <linda@oglov.com>
Date: 4/8/2014 12:56:28 PM
Accepted: Updated Invitation: call w Linda Oglov @ Wed Apr 9, 2014 3:15pm - 4pm
Subject:
(linda@oglov.com)
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

"Linda Oglov" <linda@oglov.com>
"Quinlan, Kevin" <Kevin.Quinlan@vancouver.ca>
6/30/2016 7:01:27 AM
call when you are ready please

604 288 7031
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

"Linda Oglov" <linda@oglov.com>
"Quinlan, Kevin" <Kevin.Quinlan@vancouver.ca>
10/17/2016 8:43:15 AM
contract extension

Hi Kevin - great to speak to you on Thursday! Once you have spoken to Dana, please let me
know what you need from me related to contract extension. Thanks,

City of Vancouver FOI Request #2016-483
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

"Linda Oglov" <linda@oglov.com>
"Pavone, Connie" <connie.pavone@vancouver.ca>
9/29/2016 2:06:15 PM
dates for calls w Kevin

Hi Connie - Kevin and I spoke just now and would like to schedule weekly half hour calls from 88:30 am on Fridays, starting Friday Oct 7 through Oct 28. Can you please send calendar invites
for those 4 dates please. Let me know if there are any now that he could not make and we could
perhaps change to the Thursday. If possible, I would like to change Oct 21 to Oct 20. Thanks,
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:
Attachments:

"Linda Oglov" <linda@oglov.com>
"Quinlan, Kevin" <Kevin.Quinlan@vancouver.ca>
8/5/2016 7:39:26 AM
e-books + info on Strategy & Alan Oishi
What Great CEOs Do.pdf
Guest Speaker Overview - Alan Oishi.docx
Shirlaws Presentation - Stages, Valuation.pdf

Hi Kevin - as promised, another of our MacKay CEO Forums e-books attached, this one includes a section around
Strategy. Also attach Alan Oishi's bio and outline of the session he does for our CEOs groups, as well as a chart he
uses to talk about a frequent pathway of strategic growth and hitting walls. As noted, if you ever want to connect with
Alan, I would be pleased to facilitate that. He is pretty terrific. Thanks,
LO
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28 real-life, one-page, CEO
Challenge-Solution Case Studies

1111111

WHAT GREAT CEOS DO: HOW TO LEARN FROM
MISTAKES AND MOVE ON

Introduction

This compilation of CEO case studies is based on real-life challenges faced by
members of MacKay CEO Forums. The case studies were originally written for
and published in Business in Vancouver as part of Dr. Nancy MacKay's monthly
BIV column The CEO Advantage.
We gratefully acknowledge our members and Business in Vancouver for making
this content available for the benefit of all CEOs and Executives.
It is our honour to work w ith exceptional leaders on a daily basis and to share
the benefits of peer learning with our ever-growing community of CEOs. We hope
you enjoy this booklet of case studies as a preview or complement to your own
peer learning journey.
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Illtill
M~K-..CEOForumt

WHAT GREAT CEOS DO: HOW TO LEARN FROM
MISTAKES AND MOVE ON

About MacKay CEO Forums

MacKay CEO Forums is committed to accelerating CEO and Executive
performance through world class peer groups. We provide results oriented,
professionally facilitated, CEO peer learning groups for medium to large
companies across Canada.
Our forums enable exceptional leaders to surround themselves with successful
peers who help them to become better CEOs and accelerate their business
results while saving time for greater
life balance.
MacKay CEO Forums is led by co-founder and CEO Dr. Nancy MacKay. Nancy and
her team of highly skilled, trusted advisors and business leaders share a passion
for helping CEOs and their companies accelerate performance, and currently
have hundreds of members participating in forums across Canada. MacKay CEO
Forums has an alliance with and is a national sponsor of the Deloitte Canada's
Best Managed Companies Program
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WHAT GREAT CEOS DO: HOW TO LEARN FROM
MISTAKES AND MOVE ON

Topic Areas

Successful CEO leadership Traits
Managing Up - Enhancing The CEO-Board Relationship
Building High Performance Executive Teams
CEO Happiness, Time Mastery & life Balance
Strategy & Organizational Design
Social Media & Cross-Generational Challenges
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CEO SOLUTION
Whether you realize it or not, we all have a personal brand. Call it
what you will-image, identity or reputation-it's pretty easy to
describe what someone else is known for or what he or she is like.
That's your brand.
And at the leadership level, that brand can have far-reaching
implications for corporate culture and results.
leadership studies reveal that 70% of CEO success is about strategy,
execution and talent management. The other 30% is your brand: the
physical (dress, grooming), physiological (body language, voice,
words), emotional intelligence (people skills) and time mastery
(where, how and with whom you spend your time) characteristics that
you exhibit daily.
This particular CEO needed to focus on that 30% to improve his brand
and, ultimately, his and the company's success.
To shift his brand from intimidating to approachable, the CEO
committed to four changes:

1. He began to follow the business-casual dress code, ditching the
suits and ties.
2. He spent more time with his team and employees. One·third of
his time was dedicated to weekly meetings with direct reports,
monthly meetings with senior leaders, weekly email updates to
employees and 15-minute daily walkabouts.
3. He "caught people doing things right" at least five times a day
with praise and recognition, either in person, by phone, by email
or personal cards.
4. He made eye contact and smiled at employees as he walked
about the office each day.
The outcome of his efforts were rewarded through a follow up 360
analysis, which revealed his brand had indeed shifted and he was now
seen as a more approachable leader.
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CEO SOLUTION
To be successful, it's critical that a leader have open communication
with his team, and that they are able to discuss the good and the bad
without fear of reprisal.
As a CEO, if you want to avoid surprises, you need to do four things:

1. Accept bad news in silence. Don't say a word if you are angry
or frustrated about bad news. Take a break, get a cup of coffee
or just pause for a few moments to reframe the situation so you
can identify your ideal outcomes before taking action.
2. Don't play the blame game. The CEO took no ownership of the
loss of the contract, immediately blaming his direct report and
the team and demanding they take action.
3. Apologize and learn from your mistakes. The day after his
blow-up, the leader met individually with his executives and
apologized, asking them if there was something he could do
differently to make it easier for them to share all news with
him-good, bad and ugly. His team helped him learn that
because his reaction to bad news was so severe, people avoided
sharing with him.
4. learn from successes and failures. Working with his team,
the CEO developed plans to avoid surprises by systematically
reviewing all successes and failures. He clarified that his role
would be to get involved in all future contract reviews to offer
his support and help set the team up for even greater success in
the future.
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CEO SOLUTION
Emotions determine the quality of our lives and are contagious. If
you're in a leadership role, you signed up to motivate and inspire
people to deliver extraordinary results. Your ability to do so is
enhanced if you can master your emotions. Start by focusing on five
key areas: mood, adaptability, stress management, interpersonal
relationships and self-awareness.
In this case, I gave our CEO a one-week challenge. "Every day this
week, show up at the office in a positive emotional state: happy,
optimistic, determined, passionate and confident."
At the end of the week, he reported back.
"People have been thanking me for being such a positive, easy person
to work with. They say I am listening and focused on helping. And I've
had the best week in my job for a long time."
He was also mortified to find out about the stoplight. "It's been green
all week so my assistant got rid of it."
Don't be a stoplight CEO. Here are six strategies for developing a
positive emotional mindset:

1. choose positive emotions every day (happiness, optimism,
determination, confidence, gratitude, curiosity, passion)
2. embrace negative emotions (anger, frustration, disappointment,
fear, hurt, sadness, guilt, loneliness, inadequacy) as a signal to
take action
3. own your emotions; don't play the blame game in your external
environment
4. change your physical state (move your body) to get out of a
negative emotional state
5. practise every day to develop a new success habit
6. develop your top 10 list of what makes you feel good
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CEO SOLUTION
In this case, the CEO needed to stop the drive-by shootings
immediately or he was going to lose his team and experience
productivity nowhere near its potential.
There is a better way to avoid the surprises of hidden information and
position people for success, but this CEO had to make a complete
turnaround to get there.
He learned to spend at least 30 minutes a week with each of his direct
reports to learn about issues, challenges and successes in each area.
This dedicated time was scheduled and locked in when it was least
likely to get bumped so that the executives knew they were important
and would be heard.
The key to these sessions was to have the executives take full
ownership of their responsibilities. Each direct report was asked to
drive the agenda for the meeting. It was then the CEO's job to listen
for at least 80% of the conversation and reserve his words for last if he
needed to discuss anything.
At least once per quarter, the CEO also discussed individual career and
development plans with each executive.
This structure signalled to the executives that they were accountable for
their areas and for reporting back to the CEO both good and bad news.
Needless to say, this about-face was very difficult at first for the CEO,
but in time he grew to appreciate the new perspectives he gained
during his executive meetings. He realized he had been missing out
not only on critical information but some great ideas for helping the
business progress.
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CEO SOLUTION
leading should never be about berating and humiliating. Instead, you
should aim to lead by influence-motivating and inspiring people to
deliver extraordinary results.
As the facilitator for this session, I had the opportunity to help the CEO
salvage the day. Everyone was given a 10-minute break, and the leader
got a speed coaching session.
First, by showing up angry, frustrated and annoyed, the CEO had set
the tone for the session and was even resorting to "crazy talk," which
was clearly already having a negative impact.
Explaining that 55% of communication is body language, 38% is
the tone of your voice and 7% is the words you use, the leader was
encouraged to shift his body language to present himself more
positively. Instead of his emotional, aggressive approach, he was
shown how to sit with an open stance (shoulders back, chin up
high and arms open). Though it might seem trivial, this change in
his posture and approach allowed him to calm down and avoid a
raised voice.
Developing a success habit of showing up in a positive emotional state
every day is a big step toward motivating and inspiring the people
around you.
Next, the CEO was told that his obsession with past failure was
ensuring he would only realize more of the same in the future. Instead,
he had to realize that the past was for learning and then letting go.
He needed to focus instead on future success to motivate and inspire
others, especially during tough economic times.
The CEO also needed to use motivating and inspiring questions. He
was going to have to replace the accusations with encouraging words
like, "I know you're up for raising the bar" and "What can I do to get
you set up for success?"
Finally, the CEO had to rebuild trust by apologizing to the team for
" losing it." None of us is perfect. Apologize, learn from it and move on.
The team regrouped and instead of spending two days discussing
project management, it set new priorities, identified roadblocks and
strategized on next steps.
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CEO SOLUTION
Just because you're the CEO, doesn't mean you have all of the answers.
If you reach out to others, you'll learn a lot, make better decisions and
become an even stronger leader.
I invited this executive to attend a CEO forum-a group of 12 to 14
leaders from non-competitive industries who get together several times
a year to discuss challenges and learn from each other in a confidential
setting. He reluctantly agreed.
During the session, I asked him, "If you knew you couldn't fail what
would you do?"
"I would talk to all of my customers and ask them to stay with us during
these tough times," he replied. "I would fire my CFO and hire one who
could speak business and not just numbers. I would get together with
my executive team and fully disclose what is going on so that we could
develop a 90-day action plan to turn the situation around. And I would
talk to my wife."
Another attendee described how three months prior he had talked to all
of his customers and suppliers with amazing results.
"I'll always be grateful to them for hanging in there with me," he said.
Another advised our CEO not to let his finance lead go until he had
identified a replacement.
"I fired my CFO, and it took over eight months to find a replacement. It
was a nightmare."
A third CEO told of how he gathered his executive team and asked
for their commitment to turn the company around. Each agreed, and
they got through it together, resulting in a rock-solid team and a more
successful organization.
Support, trust and candor can be remarkable tools for success. Our
leader joined the CEO group and gives it, and his wife, full credit for
helping him get through the most difficult time in his life and career.
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CEO SOLUTION
Building one's self-esteem and confidence is a life-long journey that
pays big dividends to a CEO who is dealing with setbacks. But even top
CEOs can struggle with big obstacles.
To cope with the sudden challenge of running the business solo, this
CEO needed to take several steps to maintain his composure and
perspective.
First, he was coached to reach out to others immediately and ask for
help. Ironically, this helped to build his self-confidence. By letting his
"I need to look good" ego get in the way, he had been missing valuable
opportunities to gather suggestions and input from peers and others.
Asking for help isn't a sign of weakness; it's a sign of strength and
an acknowledgement that learning all one can from others can only
enhance skills and knowledge.
This leader also learned to see things differently. Instead of dwelling on
his lack of preparation, he began to focus on how much he could and
would learn from the setback. He began to welcome the opportunity
for growth and see the challenge as something to face head on.
He also needed to take care of his physical health to manage stress.
He began to exercise regularly, which improved his mental well-being.
With a new attitude, the CEO worked with his team to focus on the
success of the business, not its demise. They developed a massive
short-term action plan to put resources into place that would manage
the immediate challenge and bridge the gap between crisis and
future success.
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CEO SOLUTION
leadership is about motivating and inspiring people to take positive
action, whether those individuals are your direct reports and
employees or board members.
In this case, the CEO was remiss in not taking some time to see the
other side. She needed to step into the shoes of the former leader and
have empathy for his situation. After 10 years of running the company,
it likely was difficult for him to make the transition from CEO to board
member. It stood to reason that he could be searching for the same
sense of significance and challenge he enjoyed in his earlier position.
He was probably also continuing to feel a high need to make a
contribution.
The current CEO sought some advice. She was coached to take a far
more proactive approach that resulted in her meeting each month with
her predecessor to ask for his input and allow him to contribute and
even influence decisions.
She asked him to help her set up appropriate boundaries for their roles
and a process for decision-making through this transition period.
The CEO also learned to encourage her management team to value and
honour the former CEO's on·going contribution while at the same time
respecting the boundaries that had been developed.
After six months and a significant shift in the CEO's mindset and her
relationship with the board member, he was no longer such a challenge
and, in fact, became the CEO's strongest supporter.
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CEO SOLUTION
The board chairman sought my help. The reality is that looking good
to the board, or anyone else for that matter, is not the goal. The CEO's
job is to allow other people to influence him or her toward becoming a
better CEO.
How we manage our egos is all about self-awareness, and the vital
leadership behaviour to help minimize ego-talk is to get feedback. In
this case, our CEO was anxious for coaching, so I gathered feedback by
conducting formal interviews with his reports and board members.
But you don't always have to go to that extent. Just sit down with your
staff, your peers, your board, your spouse and ask what's working well
and what's not.
After collecting feedback, I met with our CEO to deliver the news.
Not surprisingly, his direct reports gave glowing reviews. However,
when it came to the comments of the board, he was chagrined, having
no awareness of the impact of his ego·talk.
"I am so embarrassed that they can actually see what I think about
them. I'm not an arrogant jerk, but I thought I had to look good."
Wrong assumption.
Knowing how the board members felt about him, the CEO showed
up at the next meeting with his ego·talk firmly in check. He asked
questions of board members, he listened attentively and he didn't
judge. After the meeting, three members approached him and thanked
him for being so respectful and accommodating. They asked him
what happened. "I got the feedback and it was very impactful to me. I
realized that ego·talk was getting in the way of connecting with board
members and serving the company."
He has since committed to developing and sharing a 90-day
action plan with the board with the intent to improve his working
relationships and minimize the destructive impact of ego-talk.
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CEO SOLUTION
It will never serve you well to get into regular conflict with your boss,
or anyone in a power position for that matter. You will never win, and
being fired is not something you want on your resume.
When you find yourself in a situation where all you can do is focus on all
of the things you can't stand about your boss, you have three options.
First, you can stay stuck. You can let your ego get in the way, convince
yourself that you are the victim and then continue to complain and
push back. After all, if it hadn't been for the new guy, everything would
have been great.
Alternatively, you can park your ego and rebuild the relationship. You'll
need to let go of the past and commit to moving forward. Apologize for
what you've done to contribute to the discord and, if necessary, reach
out to a third party to help rebuild the relation ship.
The final option is to simply get out. Perhaps life is too short to be
working closely with someone who isn't a fit.
In this case, the CEO chose to get out because he did not believe it
would be possible to rebuild the relationship with the new boss.He
developed a 90-day action plan to find another opportunity for work in
an environment that was a better fit for him.
If you want to avoid getting fired, you need to stay away from the
first option. The other two are far more empowering ways to enjoy
your career.
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CEO SOLUTION
It was important for this CEO to remember that the point of the
evaluation was ultimately to raise the bar on board effectiveness, not
to argue over the validity of the results.
With some assistance, the CEO learned that the trust between
management and the board had taken a hit. She needed to defuse
the situation by first acknowledging the disappointment of the board
instead of trying to make the board wrong for getting defensive.
At the followup meeting, she was coached to listen first-an initial
step to regaining trust. She let the board members explain what they
wanted to do to address the situation and then she suggested a three·
step process that would lead to a 90·day action plan to rebuild trust.
First, she spoke with each board member individually to get his or
her input on next steps. Then she met with her management team to
discuss the board's suggestions and asked the executives for their
ideas. Using all the input, she developed and presented a plan that met
with approval from all.
By working the plan over the next 90 days, the CEO was able to build
board effectiveness in a more constructive and positive way, with the
assistance and support of her management team.
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CEO SOLUTION
The CEO's job is to build two-way trust and respect with all
stakeholders. To address his mistakes, this CEO was assigned several
action items, the first of which was to recognize that he and the board
had a common objective: to do what's best for the company and
shareholders. It was not his role to "fix a dysfunctional board." The
CEO met with the board chairman and each member individually once
a quarter to establish relationships, trust and transparency and to ask
for feedback. Not surprisingly, this trust-building sped up decisionmaking and results at board meetings.
The CEO also learned that he had to show respect 100% of the time.
He learned to create trust and candour by focusing on strengths and
identifying opportunities for innovation and improvement.
lastly, he was encouraged to stop talking about his previous
experience and instead listen 80% of the time.
learning as much as possible about the company paved the way for
stakeholders to become more trusting and, ultimately, beginning the
desired turnaround of the organization.
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CEO SOLUTION
The only way to get great results is with a high-performing executive
team. And if your results aren't coming fast enough, focusing on
building that top team could be the solution.
With some candid feedback and requests from his team, he grew to
recognize that his style was only adding to the problem. Instead, he
courageously formed a plan for change.
First, he committed to meeting with each direct report for 30 minutes a
week, either in person or by phone. His goal was to set his team up for
success, one person at a time, and to remove any barriers or obstacles
to goals.
Second, he began to lead one-hour weekly executive team meetings,
again by phone if necessary. The meetings had several results.
The CEO needed to build trust within the team and in him. The
meetings provided the opportunity to be candid and to get to know
each other better by sharing key issues and challenges each week.
The meetings also helped to bust the silos and to encourage the team
members to ask each other for assistance and insight.
Instead of the finger-pointing that had gone on until now, the meetings
fostered healthy conflict by clarifying who the decision-makers were
and allowing the group to solve key issues and challenges together as
a team.
Best of all, the meetings allowed the team to celebrate success and
build confidence for future challenges.
The CEO also learned to manage conflict within the team. If two
team members were in conflict, he met with them both together and
individually and held them accountable for resolving the issue. He also
was clear in his support for their efforts to move forward.
lastly, the group began to hold half-day meetings to review all
strategic projects, and the team set a date for a one-day annual
strategy development retreat to review, plan and, yes, celebrate.
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CEO SOLUTION
It was suggested to the CEO that he take steps to set his executives up
for success. First, he needed to ask each one to identify the outcomes
he was accountable for and the key decisions he needed to make to
achieve those objectives.
The next step was to hold a meeting with both executives to clarify
who had the decision-making authority for the various areas of
responsibility. If they couldn't agree on who had the D, the CEO would
have to decide, based on who had the right skills, behaviours and
experience to deliver on the outcomes. For the next 90 days, the CEO
met with both executives together for 30 minutes a week to continue
to set them up for success. He also met with them outside the office
from time to time to establish a more personal relationship and rebuild
trust. Furthermore, he encouraged direct reports to take their issues to
their bosses instead of the CEO.
The CEO was prepared, at the end of the 90-day period, to let one or
both executives go if there was still conflict. In the end, that wasn't
necessary, as the executives were able to repair their relationship and
support each other's decisions.
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CEO SOLUTION
leaders must follow the principle that strategy drives structure and
role clarity. At the outset, our CEO should have explained the thinking
behind the need to change the team structure and then defined the
new role and its responsibilities.
In clarifying a new job, it is important to seek the input of each team
member individually. Give all executives an opportunity to discuss the
business outcomes of the new position and then work together as a
team to finalize the role description.
In order to identify the best recruiting process for the new role, discuss
the pros and cons of doing an internal search versus working with an
external recruiter and demonstrate that a key position such as a COO
will require the help of external experts.
And to retain top talent, give anyone on the team who wishes to
apply for the new job the opportunity to do so, provided they have the
required skills, behaviours and experience to deliver results.
Finally, to further minimize resistance, give everyone the chance to
participate in the recruiting process, including meeting potential
candidates and having input to the final selection decision.
In this case it took the CEO three months to rebuild his team and earn
back his collegues' trust. By that time, the original COO candidate was
long gone and the firm wisely sought external recruiting help. Four
months later, a COO candidate was finally hired.
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CEO SOLUTION
To win the talent wars, CEOs must do something counterintuitive. They
must invest in their A players who can create a standard that drives the
organization forward. And handing development over to HR isn't the
answer. HR's role is to provide the most effective tools to accelerate
development, but it's the CEO's job to keep top talent in the game.
To make sure he didn't lose another top performer, our CEO began
working wit h each of the top 30 leaders on the succession plan to
develop a 10-year career vision that not only jazzed them up, it freaked
them out. Because most people achieve less than 10% of their full
potential, it can be tremendously powerful to really challenge your best
talent to play a bigger game.
HR wasn't excluded. Our CEO partnered with HR to validate the career
plans and to identify the most effective development approaches.
Together, the skills, behaviours and experience gaps for each key
player were identified and included in the career plan.
Once done, full support in terms of time and available resources was
directed toward follow-through on the development plans. The
excuse that someone was "too busy" to focus on the best people
was an immediate red flag, and our CEO made sure he exerted the
necessary pressure.
He also held the top talent accountable for following through on their
career plans. The plans were a joint effort, not something merely "done
to them," and high potentials were expected to live up to expectations.
He provided coaching and mentoring weekly in addition to quarterly
performance reviews, so that it became a normal aspect of the
organization's communication and conversation.
"We've changed the focus of our development and we concentrate
more on our best employees," our CEO said. "It's become a much
bigger part of my role as a leader, and I can see that I'm getting even
more out of people."
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CEO SOLUTION
Holding people accountable for results is not about communicating
blame, frustration and disappointment in a monthly meeting. Instead,
accountability is about persuasion and motivating people to say "yes"
to delivering results and new behaviours.
Here are six strategies to enhance your ability to hold people
accountable by using persuasion versus playing the blame game.

1. People like people who like them. Before holding people
accountable for new results and behaviours, make sure you have
a solid history of praising their strengths.
2. Model the behaviour you want to see in others.
3. Persuasion is more effective when it comes from peers versus
the boss. Other vice-presidents would have had more influence
on the sales leader.
4. Make commitments written, public and voluntary. Getting the
VP to commit in writing, in public (at leadership team meetings)
and voluntarily would be far more effective.
5. Create a sense of urgency using "loss language": "We will lose
a lot of money if the CRM is not implemented on time and on
budget."
6. People defer to experts, but don't assume your expertise is selfevident by virtue of your CEO title alone. Share your previous
experiences (successes and failures) to have greater influence.
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CEO SOLUTION
During a tough economy, companies need to shift from being "order
takers" to "order hunters" if they are to survive in an increasingly
competitive environment.
The difficulty is that just because someone is a star order-taker,
doesn't mean he or she will be as good in an order-hunting world.
As a member of a CEO peer group, this leader brought his dilemma to
the next meeting. With the support and advice of his peers, the CEO
came to realize that he needed to upgrade his talent pool to manage
the business in challenging times.
It had become clear that the COO was not able to let go of the past and
commit to the new corporate strategy, leaving the chief executive with
the proverbial fish·or·cut·bait decision.
In the end, it was decided that a new COO was needed-one with
a lot of passion, energy and confidence in the future as well as a
commitment to the organization's plans.
That new hire was made and a 90-day plan was developed to fast-track
results. In that time, the economy didn't improve, but company sales,
morale and prospects were decidedly up.
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CEO SOLUTION
It's the CEO's job to deliver extraordinary results mostly through
leadership that allows employees to achieve their full potential.
Those with the right skills, behaviours and experience who are also
passionate about their work are A-players that need the majority of the
leader's attention and encouragement. Those that lack what it takes
will really never get there, and a leader is not serving them or anyone
else by keeping them in roles in which they cannot succeed.
Here is what our leader should have done.
It takes about 90 days to determine if someone is fit for his or her
role. By developing desired outcomes for the end of a 90-day period
and helping the individual form a plan to achieve those objectives, a
leader will be able to identify those who have the right combination of
competence and enthusiasm.
During the 90 days, the CEO should meet with the person for 30
minutes a week, either by phone or in person. During the meeting, the
CEO provides feedback, coaching, mentoring and guidance, while also
assessing the person's ability to execute against his or her plan.
At the same time, it's critical for the CEO to identify individual
strengths and weaknesses in the executive team. Poor performance
in one role doesn't necessarily imply the executive won't do well
elsewhere in the organization.
At the end of three months, a leader will be in a position to do one of
three things: continue to support and develop a top performer, find
another role for a potentially great employee or help the individual exit
the company.
In this case, providing an employee assistance program to help this
executive cope with personal problems would also have been in order.
But, eventually, tough decisions need to be made for the benefit of all
concerned.
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CEO SOLUTION
Business is about people and the most important relationship in a
company is the one with the boss. It's the number one reason why
people leave, though they will tend to say they are leaving for more
money or anything else less sensitive.
As a leader, if you are not spending 30 minutes a week with each one
of your direct reports, you too will likely get an unwelcome surprise.
It's one of the most difficult parts of a CEO's role because it takes
discipline and commitment in a work world that seems to operate
everywhere but the office. But if you are not building a relationship of
trust with your top talent, you too will find it difficult to retain them.
There are six key drivers that motivate people at work. Of course,
everyone is unique and at different stages of their lives and their
careers. Therefore, at any given time, two of the six drivers tend to be
more important to any one person than the others.
That means that whatever motivates the CEO does not necessarily
match what motivates her direct reports. And executives quit if the
most important of their key drivers are not being met.
Ask members of your team to report on a quarterly basis, using
a 10-point scale, how satisfied they are on the six top motivators,
which include: relationship with the leader; learning and growth
opportunities; challenging work; feeling significant; contribution to the
success of the organization, and; certainty of career opportuniti es and
financial rewards.
If the scores are very low on most drivers, it's likely that the person
is in the wrong place at the wrong time and one may have to consider
dramatic changes for that role.
If the scores are low in just one or two areas, you have an opportunity
to work with that person to develop an action plan and improve the
scores, and the engagement
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CEO SOLUTION
To tackle this time-management problem, the CEO and her team
participated in a time-mastery workshop. To begin, the exec utives
listed their top 10 activities in each of their current roles and then
self-rated their ability to perform each activity as masterful, excellent,
competent or incompetent. They then gave each other feedback on
individual strengths as well as opportunities for improvement.
It got really interesting when each person was challenged to stop doing
or minimize the activities rated as either competent or incompetent.
Instead, he or she was to focus on s pending 80% of his or her time on
areas of strength-activities ranked as masterful or excellent.
To ease the transition, executives developed a 90-day plan with
clear objectives to build on their strengths. In each case, they
were instructed to s pend most of their time on the three most vital
activities needed to drive the results for which they were accountable.
In addition, each executive developed a top 20 list of key bus iness
relations hips, both internal and external, to foster over the next 90
days.
At the end of the 90-day period, there was a new and significant
vitality to the executive team as each member reported being more
productive and less frazzled. Building on strengths may not be what
comes to mind when considering time management, but ultimately it
is the path to driving continued and growing performance.
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CEO SOLUTION
Now in a personal crisis, the CEO realized for the first time that there
was more to life than work.
He needed to take charge or continue to face serious personal,
financial and/or physical consequences.
With assistance, he was shown how to start setting goals in all areas
of his life: career, money, partner, friends and family, health, personal
growth, physical environment and fun and hobbies. It was hard for
him to think outside the context of work, but he persisted despite the
discomfort.
The CEO then developed a 90·day action plan to achieve greater
satisfaction in three key areas.
First, he made a commitment to work with a financial planner to sort
out his finances and formulate long·term money strategies.
Second, he committed to getting a medical exam, one which was
specifically geared to executives and could address the implications of
his work profile and habits.
Third, he committed to having dinner regularly with each one of his
kids and to spending more time nurturing friendships, important first
steps to building deeper personal, non·work relationships.
By applying the same level of focus to his entire life, and not just
work, the CEO felt more settled and in control. He vowed never to let
work take over, and he encouraged his direct reports to achieve the
same balance in their lives. Not only did he become a model for his
employees, he also helped ensure they didn't experience the burnout
that he had.
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CEO SOLUTION
Top talent is necessary for more than just your executive team. The
best assistants can be a significant asset not only to the CEO, but to
the organization as a whole.
View your assistant is part of your CEO "brand." As the gatekeeper
and frequent first point of contact, your assistant is often the initial
impression others have of you and your organization. With that
understanding, it's not hard to realize that your assistant's work style
and capabilities should enhance, not detract, from you and your brand.
First, it's essential to use an experienced recruiter who specializes
in executive support. Focus on finding someone who is a great
personality fit and is professionally trained to be an executive
assistant.
Second, develop and train your assistant. Meet weekly to plan your
time and then daily to check in and make sure both of you are on
track. An effective assistant will help you set appropriate boundaries
to manage your priorities, so be sure he or she understands those
priorities. Ask your assistant for feedback regularly and let him or her
know whether your expectations are being met.
last, don't let a great assistant get away. Make sure you say thank
you and acknowledge his or her efforts daily. Compensate well and
recognize the significant contribution your assistant makes to your
success.
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CEO SOLUTION
When you get stuck in your job as a leader, it's time to figuratively fire
yourself from that job and create a new one. Sounds crazy perhaps, but
see how this can play out.
In this case, the CEO was a member of a peer-sharing group and he
asked for some advice. One of the other CEOs explained how she had
been in a similar situation and had developed a list of the 40%--those
activities that were dragging her down as well.
Her strategy had been to go to her executive team and asked them to
step up and take on most of what she regarded as dreaded activities.
Much to her surprise, there was a lot of excitement and enthusiasm
from her team to support her and relieve her of what she really didn't
want to have to do any more.
As a result, she enthusiastically redefined her role with a focus on
three key activities:
•

developing a new strategy to deal with the increased
competition;

•

creating an "execution" culture throughout the organization to
drive action; and

• attracting, retaining and developing talent to ensure successful
strategy implementation.
From his peers, the CEO in the job crisis learned that it's common to
feel stuck at times and that the journey to reinventing his job could not
only be relatively straightforward, it could be positively invigorating
and was absolutely necessary.
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CEO SOLUTION
After reflection and consultation, our CEO held another session and
made the following changes.
First, she clearly defined the context for planning, making sure the
team understood the board's specific expectations for significant
growth.
Next, she created a sense of urgency for change by requiring that
participants complete pre-work before the meeting. The team was
asked to develop a SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportuniti es and
threats) analysis relative to the company's top three competitors,
all of which had already achieved significant growth. They also had
to prepare a customer analysis, including a forecast of customer
needs three, five and 10 years out. And, finally, they had to complete
an industry analysis including competitors, suppliers, buyers, new
entrants and barriers to entry to aid in identifying the organization's
most important market drivers.
Next, the CEO invited top talent from the next level down. These were
the folks who were accountable for the profit and loss of the business
units and were a lot closer to the grassroots of the business. Not
only did this bring much-needed perspective to planning, it would
ultimately speed strategy execution.
In addition, external nrock starsH-people who had achieved significant
growth in the same or a related industry-were invited to share
insights and lessons learned as well as inspire the team to realize that
significant growth was indeed possible.
More work? Perhaps. But the effort made planning infinitely more
valuable in the long run with the result that the company's prospects
were much better several months later.
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CEO SOLUTION
A change in role represents a significant disruption in expectations
when there has not been an opportunity to participate in the
development of the role or influence the decision.
If the change happens to match the executive's expectations, initial
frustrations may quickly turn to satisfaction.
But if the role isn't in line with where the executive sees himself, the
result could be anger, disappointment and a sense of being powerless
and victimized.
To minimize disruption when making role changes, our CEO should
have given each executive the chance to discuss the plans, express
opinions and influence final decisions before getting board approval.
With some coaching, the CEO took the following steps.
He met with each of his executives, reviewing current roles and
identifying desired outcomes in alignment with the new strategic plan.
Together, he and each direct report developed the new roles to fill
any gaps. They then discussed options for each individual.
They could stay on the team and either thrive in the new role or
develop an action plan toward developing the necessary skills
and experience.
Alternatively, they could leave the team because the new role didn't
fit their skills, behaviours, experience or career plans. One executive
chose this option.
These discussions led to some revisions in the CEO's plan and he had
to go back for board approval. However, the plan was even better, and
the remaining direct reports were on board and enthusiastic.
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CEO SOLUTION
Social media is here to stay. Among members of our CEO forums, 66%
of CEOs and 85% of other executives are using Linkedln to expand
business networks, build new partnerships and gain new customers.
And when it comes to the Generation Y crowd, mixing work and social
time is just how they live.
Telling them they can't be socially active while at work is akin to being
grounded.
What's a baby boomer to do? Clearly there have to be limits on the use
of social media, but what makes sense?
Here are a few tips:
•

learn from experts how companies are getting a return on the
use of social media tools by using them to accelerate customer
service, reduce costs and grow business.

•

Develop a plan aligned with your business to use social media
strategically.

•

Establish very clear guidelines for social media use. Deciding
who should use social media tools and how they should be used
will prevent mishaps and maintain productivity.

•

Build awareness of social media guidelines throughout the
entire company.

•

Praise responsible use and ensure consequences are clear if
social media is used irresponsibly.

•

Be an exemplar of responsible social media use.
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CEO SOLUTION
To win the war for talent, it's critical to embrace the needs of your
generation X and Y employees. There are three key generation clashes:
life balance, career planning and technology. By tackling each one of
them, this CEO was on his way to retaining the people he needed.
First, he developed an explicit life balance strategy for the
organization, starting with the executive team and then cascading it
throughout the company. He mandated that all employees, including
executives, use up their vacation time. He set expectations among
staff members that they were to adhere to more realistic working
hours, minimizing overtime in favour of non-work pursuits. And he
introduced flexible work arrangements such as part-time job sharing
and telecommuting.
Second, he implemented an integrated succession and career planning
strategy that included coaching, mentoring, job shadowing and
the flexibility to move in and out of the company. Not only did this
strategy resonate with the younger employees, it improved morale and
increased abilities across the company.
Third, he championed the creation of a social media strategy to enable
the responsible use of the new technologies, both personally and
professionally, in the workplace. Accepting that Facebook, Twitter and
other online outlets are here to stay, he found a way to allow them and
even use them to the advantage of the organization.
This CEO saw his way through to accept and embrace the generational
differences, rather than dismiss or try to change them. He realized
that he was destroying the very relationships the company needed to
nurture for the future. He learned that he had to view the organization's
talent holistically instead of segmenting, judging and blaming specific
groups. And, to show he was serious, he created his own Facebook
page.
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MACKAY CEO FORUMS – GUEST SPEAKER OVERVIEW FOR ALAN OISHI
April 29, 2014
Name of Presentation
Building strategic assets that drive sustained growth in equity value
Presentation Outline
The presentation would comprise the following steps:








Introduction by the Forum Chair
High level overview of the topics being presented
Input from members to support customization of the presentation to their specific
issues and needs
Presentation (using flipchart, not PowerPoint) of Shirlaws’ frameworks:
o Stages of Growth; and/or
o Valuation; and/or
o Capacity Planning
The style of presentation would be interactive (a balance of providing new
perspective and asking questions to engage the members), including brief exercises
for members to apply the frameworks to their businesses
Discussion and Q&A: additional questions that have not already surfaced and
facilitated discussion amongst the members

Value to Members
The value to members could include (depending on the focus chosen by the members):










A deeper understanding of the normal cycle of growth and maturity of businesses
that will provide new perspectives in where they have come from and what lies
ahead
Awareness of the strategic skills business require to achieve advanced stages of
growth
How a business is made up of business units, teams and individuals that are also at
different stages of growth and the implication this has on business results and the
opportunity it creates to accelerate growth
How to break down a vision into seven key components
Awareness of the link between vision and equity valuation
The factors that determine whether (and to what extent) a business will achieve a
discount or a premium to the benchmark valuation multiple for its given industry
Understanding the two general types of strategy
Awareness of the importance of understanding the current maximum revenue
capacity of a business
How to achieve controlled growth

Biography
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In 2009, Alan joined Shirlaws, a leading international business coaching & consulting firm
with coaches in 10 countries and clients in over 30 countries. Alan spent the previous 18
years at Colliers International where he held positions in valuation consulting, investment
brokerage, corporate finance, eBusiness, and M&A before being promoted to the executive
management team. In the five years prior to joining Shirlaws, Alan served as Colliers’
Executive Vice President, Global Chief Operating Officer and was a member of the Board of
Directors before taking on the role of Chief Executive, USA.
While serving as CEO, Alan was responsible for turning around a $200 million business that
was severely impacted by the onset of the global recession. Focusing on evolving the
culture, improving internal channels and improving the capabilities of the executive team,
Alan stabilized the business prior to shifting to a more entrepreneurial business where he
could work with a diverse portfolio of companies.
Alan brings with him a wide spectrum of experience as his career grew from an entry-level
analyst position to a senior executive, board member and shareholder. He was a leader of a
business growing rapidly towards $1 billion in revenue across 40+ countries and was
known for successfully taking on challenging and strategic projects such as developing an
eBusiness strategy, managing global acquisitions, managing a recapitalization of the balance
sheet, starting and integrating new business units and restructuring business units that
were not meeting expectations. Alan can relate to the board, CEO, senior executive team,
operations management, sales professionals and functional staff alike.
After being a client of Shirlaws since 2007, Alan became a partner in Shirlaws in 2009 and
now provides businesses and their leaders with tools and perspective to help them
transform to new levels of prosperity. He also serves as the CEO of the Canadian operations
of Shirlaws and a member of the Board of Navitas, the parent company of Shirlaws Business
Coaching globally.
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Lo~rl:!msiness.

Valua%on
A framework that looks through the lens of a potential
investor, allowing a business to understand the best strategy
to increase equity value, where to focus and how to build the
necessary assets.
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V=PxM
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V +7

Scale

V +6

Brand

V +5

Channel Extension

V +4

Product Extension

V +3

Systems & Product Innovation
Talent I Capabilities I Culture
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Cost Mgmt
Revenue Mgmt
Assets
Liabilities

asset value

Confidence in Mgmt Team
External Factors I Industry Shifts

Shirlaws
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:
Attachments:

"Linda Oglov" <linda@oglov.com>
"Quinlan, Kevin" <Kevin.Quinlan@vancouver.ca>
10/28/2016 8:03:19 AM
MacKay podcasts + event on Nov 22
Nov 22 2016 - CEO + Exec Breakfast Event Invitation (Vancouver).pdf

Hi Kevin - you may want to consider signing up for the MacKay CEO Forums weekly podcasts on
leadership which can be found here http://www.theceoedge.ca Also MacKay has a number of
events on the topic of Exponential Change coming up throughout the coming year including the
breakfast event listed below on Nov 22. If you are interested in this one, or any other breakfast
event, I would be pleased to register you as my guest. Unfortunately I won’t be at the Nov 22
breakfast but I am sure you would meet people there you know and you might check with Joel
Abramson who usually tries to attend the breakfast events. Just let me know. I will keep shooting
this type of stuff to you. Kind regards,
Linda
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II

MacKay

CEO + EXECUTIVE

CEO Forums

BREAKFAST EVENT

We are Canada's highest impact & least time intensive
peer group for results-oriented CEOs + Executives.

Exponential Change: How to be an Industry
Transformer
Join us for a panel discussion with successful business leaders who will share t heir
experiences. You w ill benefit from the CEO and Executive peer-to-peer networking and
roundtab le discussion of opportunities, challenges and best practices.

This is a by-invitation event for CEOs +their Executive Team.

TUESDAY

.: PANEUSTS:

NOVEMBER 22, 2016

•

Eric Berke
Co-Founder & Managing P~rtner, :fqrQue$t P~rtner~

THE VANCOUVER ClUB

•

l<athy·Kinloch.
Presl ~ent, ~CIT

•

Jean,Pierre
leBlanc
.
.
~6-Foun~er, Saje Nat~,~ral W~lln~ss .

•

Bill Tucker

915 West Hastings Street
Vancouver BC V6C 1C6
7:00am- 7:30am

C~O, Omi c; ron

continental breakfast &

Canada Inc

networking

7:30am- 9:00am
panel presentation & discussion

HOSTED BY:
·Nancy·M~cl~ay, M<icKay· CEO for.urri~

Dress Code: no jeans

REGISTER fiERE

••

NIITIONAL PARTN'E'RS

Deloitte.

TOR~ EST
9ttyordC8p!';OI

INNOVATOR PARTNERS

0;~~

._.EmpJ;~,io
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

"Linda Oglov" <linda@oglov.com>
"Quinlan, Kevin" <Kevin.Quinlan@vancouver.ca>
8/11/2016 9:26:49 AM
Re: Apologies

Thanks Kevin.
Linda Oglov
604-288-7031
> On Aug 11, 2016, at 1:21 PM, Quinlan, Kevin <Kevin.Quinlan@vancouver.ca> wrote:
>
> Hi Linda, not a problem at all. Next Friday would be great. Hope your mother is ok. Talk soon
>
> Kevin
>
> -----Original Message----> From: Linda Oglov [mailto:linda@oglov.com]
> Sent: Thursday, August 11, 2016 8:30 AM
> To: Quinlan, Kevin
> Subject: Apologies
>
> Hi Kevin - I am so sorry not to call this morning. I had to fly to Ontario since my 88-year old Mom
needed attention. I thought I would be free to call you at 8 PST but was still in an appointment w
my Mom. Apologies and I look forward to our call next Friday at 8 am. I will be back in BC again.
Apologies and have a great weekend!
> Linda
>
> Linda Oglov
> 604-288-7031
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

"Linda Oglov" <linda@oglov.com>
"Quinlan, Kevin" <Kevin.Quinlan@vancouver.ca>
6/2/2016 10:49:24 AM
Re: Call tomorrow

No problem Kevin, understood. I am away June 9-24, meaning that our next call would be on
Friday July 1 and since that is a holiday could we change it to Thursday June 30 at 8 am?

On 2016-06-02, at 11:46 AM, Quinlan, Kevin wrote:
Hi Linda, I'm flying out from Winnipeg tomorrow morning and realizing that I might be going
through security when we're supposed to have our call. It's probably best if we cancel
tomorrow's call as I can't guarantee I'll be on time. Does that work for you?
KQ
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

"Linda Oglov" <linda@oglov.com>
"Quinlan, Kevin" <Kevin.Quinlan@vancouver.ca>
4/21/2016 4:15:24 PM
Re: Coffee

Perfect lets go for Wednesday at 10. Will send calendar invite. Thanks Kevin.
Linda
Linda Oglov
604-288-7031
On Apr 21, 2016, at 5:12PM, Quinlan, Kevin <Kevin.Quinlan@vancouver.ca> wrote:
Thanks Linda! This week looks quite slammed- any chance we could do a 15 minute ca ll in the morning next week?
Here are some times I have
Tuesday 8:30am-lOam
Wednesday 8:30am-11am
Anything work in there?
cheers

From: Linda Oglov [ mailto:linda@oglov.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 19, 2016 12:54 PM
To: Quinlan, Kevin
Subject: Re: Coffee

Hey Kevin - be happy to! I can do a call any morning this week if you want to kick it off. In temlS of
meeting in person, next Thursday April28 between 10:30-12 sometime works but I am then running a
retreat for a few days so after that an in person 1neeting could be Tuesday May 3, again sometime between
10:30-12. Just let me know what works best for you. I look forward to it.
Linda
<imageOO 1.png>
On Apr 19, 2016, at 12:25 PM, Quinlan, Kevin <Kevin.Quinlan@vancouver.ca> wrote:
Hi Linda, do you have time for a coffee in the coming days/weeks? I'd like to talk about how I see the office
team working in the future and opportunities for your guidance and strategy in that. Any days/times that work
for you?
cheers
Kevin Quinlan
Deputy Chief of Staff
Office of the Mayor
City of Vancouver
Office: 604.873.7232
Cell: 778.995.2264
Twitter @VanMayorsOffice
Facebook: http: //www.facebook.com/Va ncouyerMayorsOffjce
Website: http://www. mayorofvancouver. cal
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

"Linda Oglov" <linda@oglov.com>
"Quinlan, Kevin" <Kevin.Quinlan@vancouver.ca>
9/29/2016 1:09:37 PM
Re: reconnecting- call today?

No problem Kevin. I am here the rest of the day so call when it works for you- 604-288-7031
Thanks,

On 2016-09-29, at 2:03 PM, Quinlan, Kevin wrote:
Hi Linda, I'm stuck in a cab in Toronto about to go to my hotel - I won't be able to call at 215. I
can do after 240 or we can reschedule, whatever is best for you. Again apologies for the last
minute notice
Kevin
Sent from my iPhone
On Sep 29, 2016, at 12:31 PM, Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com> wrote:
2:15 today PST works. Thanks.
Linda Oglov
604-288-7031
On Sep 29, 2016, at 9:25AM, Quinlan, Kevin <Kevin.Quinlan@vancouver.ca> wrote:
Hi Linda, sorry about not landing a time. I could do 215 or 245 today? In Toronto for
work so challenging to find a time in between meetings. Tomorrow is a possibility tooprobably a 1 or 2 pm time
Failing that we could try again next week on Monday or Tuesday?
Sent from my iPhone
On Sep 28, 2016, at 12:20 PM, Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com> wrote:
Hi again Kevin -further to our exchange below, do you have time for a quick call
today? If so, just let me know what time works for you. Today is pretty good for
me except NOT between 11-11 :30 or 3-3:30. Any other time can work. As you
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know, Katie is interested in some 1-1 coaching but we should discuss, as well as
what you want to do for yourself going forward. Just let me know. Thanks,
Linda
<unknown.png>
On Sep 23, 2016, at 11:27 AM, Linda Oglov <linda@oglov.com> wrote:
Thanks Kevin. Yes Tuesday at 2:30 or later or anytime Wednesday afternoon works. Pls just shoot me a
calendar invite for what works for you.
Linda
Linda Oglov
604-288-7031
On Sep 23, 2016, at 11:01 AM, Quinlan, Kevin <Kevin.Quinlan@vancouver.ca> wrote:

Hi Linda, sorry about the delay – things have been slammed in the past week. Hope you had
a good time in Europe! I’m in Toronto next week and likely can’t do a call Thursday or Friday
morning, but could we connect Tuesday or on Wednesday afternoon? If not no worries we
can find another time
cheers
From: Linda Oglov [mailto:linda@oglov.com]
Sent: Wednesday, September 14, 2016 9:02 AM
To: Quinlan, Kevin
Subject: reconnecting

Hi Kevin - hope things are well for you and the fall is kicking off in fine style! Just
wanted to let you know that I am back from the European vacation (fabulous!) and
happy to reconnect again if and when you are ready. I could start our Friday weekly
calls again on Friday Sept 23? We have about a month left in our agreed 3 month
time span. Thanks Kevin,
Linda
<image001.png>
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

"Linda Oglov" <linda@oglov.com>
"Quinlan, Kevin" <Kevin.Quinlan@vancouver.ca>
7/5/2016 12:52:55 PM
Re: This week

No problem Kevin, glad the move is done! Yes we can change the call time on Thurs - just sent a
suggestion of 9:30-10:15 which will add some time to talk about the team-building session. I am
flexible that day from 9:30-noon. I look forward to it,

On 2016-07-05, at 1:47 PM, Quinlan, Kevin wrote:
Hi Linda,
Apologies again about Friday! Thankfully the move is all done.
You mentioned needing to reschedule this Friday and seeing if we could do Thursday instead. I have a meeting from
8-8:45am; I could do a call at 7:30 or any time after 8:45am. Would either of those work for you?
We’re also interested in having you facilitate a team-building session, and I’d like to discuss ideas for it with you on
Thursday. Could we add that to the agenda?
Thanks!
Kevin
Kevin Quinlan
Chief of Staff, Office of the Mayor
City of Vancouver
Office: 604.873.7232
Cell: 778.995.2264
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From: linda@oglov.com
To: "Quinlan. Kevin" <Kevin.Quinlan@vancouver.ca>
Date: 9/29/2016 1:39:52 PM
Subject: Updated Invitation: Call w Linda 0.@ Thu Sep 29, 2016 2:40pm- 3:10pm (PDT)
(linda@oglov.com)
Attachments: invite.ics
This event has been changed.
more details » <https://www.google.com/calendar/event?
action=VIEW&eid=XzhrcGplaDiz0GtyM2ViOW44aDizZ215azg4cmoyYmEy0GtyajBiOWs4cDFqNm
RobThkMmppZTFuNzAga2V2aW4ucXVpbmxhbkB2YW5jb3V2ZXIuY2E&tok=MTUjbGiuZGFAb2dsb
3YuY29tY2E 1M2YOYjgyNTI2Yzl1 OGI2ZDkyZDU5MjcyZjBmMTY20TY40TAwZg&ctz=AmericaNan
couver&hl=en>
Call w Linda 0.
When Thu Sep 29, 2016 2:40pm- 3:10pm Pacific Time- Vancouver
Where Changed: Kevin to call 604-288-7031 (map <https://maps.google.com/maps?
q=Kevin+to+call+604-288-7031 &hl=en> )
Video call https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/oglov.com/kevin-quinlan-1
<https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/oglov.com/kevin-quinlan-1?
hceid=bGiuZGFAb2dsb3YuY29t._8kpjeh238kr3eb9n8h23gb9k88rj2ba28krjOb9k8p1j6dhm8d2jie1 n?
0>
Calendar linda@oglov.com
Who • linda@oglov.com - organizer
• Quinlan Kevin
Going? Yes <https://www.google.com/calendar/event?
action=RESPOND&eid=XzhrcGplaDiz0GtyM2ViOW44aDizZ215azg4cmoyYmEy0GtyajBiOWs4cDF
qNmRobThkMmppZTFuNzAga2V2aW4ucXVpbmxhbkB2YW5jb3V2ZXIuY2E&rst=1 &tok=MTUjbGiu
ZGFAb2dsb3YuY29tY2E 1M2YOYjgyNTI2Yzl1 OGI2ZDkyZDU5MjcyZjBmMTY20TY40TAwZg&ctz=
AmericaNancouver&hl=en> - Maybe <https://www.google.com/calendar/event?
action=RESPOND&eid=XzhrcGplaDiz0GtyM2ViOW44aDizZ215azg4cmoyYmEy0GtyajBiOWs4cDF
qNmRobThkMmppZTFuNzAga2V2aW4ucXVpbmxhbkB2YW5jb3V2ZXIuY2E&rst=3&tok=MTUjbGiu
ZGFAb2dsb3YuY29tY2E 1M2YOYjgyNTI2Yzl1 OGI2ZDkyZDU5MjcyZjBmMTY20TY40TAwZg&ctz=
AmericaNancouver&hl=en> - No <https://www.google.com/calendar/event?
action=RESPOND&eid=XzhrcGplaDiz0GtyM2ViOW44aDizZ215azg4cmoyYmEy0GtyajBiOWs4cDF
qNmRobThkMmppZTFuNzAga2V2aW4ucXVpbmxhbkB2YW5jb3V2ZXIuY2E&rst=2&tok=MTUjbGiu
ZGFAb2dsb3YuY29tY2E 1M2YOYjgyNTI2Yzl1 OGI2ZDkyZDU5MjcyZjBmMTY20TY40TAwZg&ctz=
AmericaNancouver&hl=en> more options » <https://www.google.com/calendar/event?
action=VIEW&eid=XzhrcGplaDiz0GtyM2ViOW44aDizZ215azg4cmoyYmEy0GtyajBiOWs4cDFqNm
RobThkMmppZTFuNzAga2V2aW4ucXVpbmxhbkB2YW5jb3V2ZXIuY2E&tok=MTUjbGiuZGFAb2dsb
3YuY29tY2E 1M2YOYjgyNTI2Yzl1 OGI2ZDkyZDU5MjcyZjBmMTY20TY40TAwZg&ctz=AmericaNan
couver&hl=en>
Invitation from Google Calendar <https://www.google.com/calendar/>
You are receiving this courtesy email at the account kevin.quinlan@vancouver.ca because you are
an attendee of this event.
To stop receiving future updates for this event, decline this event. Alternatively you can sign up for
a Google account at https://www.google.com/calendar/ and control your notification settings for
your entire calendar.
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Forwarding this invitation could allow any recipient to modify your RSVP response. Learn More
<https://support.google.com/calendar/answer/37135#forwarding> .
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